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ABSTRACT
Aesthetic Discrimination: The Impact of North American Ideologies of Beauty on the
Social Exclusion of People with Skin Disorders, the Healing Power of Special Summer
Youth camps, and a Shift to the Social in Biomedical Practice
by Anne Marie Houser
Doctor of Philosophy
Temple University, August 2011
Major Advisor: Dr. Sydney White

This dissertation focuses on an understudied population of people with severe and
chronic skin disorders concerning their lived realities in mainstream and specialized
settings. Little is known about the life experiences of this population that, because of the
rarity of these largely inherited disorders, is demographically scattered throughout North
America. Through descriptive narratives from an individual perspective, the aim of this
research is to educate others as to how people with severe and chronic skin disorders
shape their identities, often as disabled, and experience daily life.

Research participants include forty-four men and women, ranging in age from
eighteen to seventy-plus years, who attended at least one of four week-long camp
programs for children with severe and chronic skin disorders in the summer of 2009 at
varied locations in the United States. Ethnographic research methods include participantobservation, face-to-face and telephone interviews to glean life narratives, and
questionnaires for demographic and statistical analysis. Interview data are assigned to
four categories: 1) Those with skin disorders who did not attend a childhood camp
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designed specifically for children with skin disorders, 2) those who did attend a skin
disorders camp as a child and are now staff at such camps, 3) medical personnel who are
camp staff, and 4) adult camp staff attendees who are not medical professionals nor any
diagnoses of severe or chronic skin disorders.

Through the ethnographic process themes evolved, including the effects of
socially constructed markers of race, gender, age, and extent of disability, that further
impact individuals’ experiences of life in both the camp and mainstream settings. All
persons with skin disorders interviewed report negative effects from stigmatization to a
varying degree in mainstream society, while four report adverse experiences in the camp
setting. All participants with skin disorders interviewed report that camp programs for
children with skin disorders have positively impacted their lives in both mainstream and
camp settings. Additionally, all medical personnel interviewed report positive, lifechanging experiences and a new understanding of how people with skin disorders
experience daily life.

This dissertation also addresses the role that the social institution of biomedicine
plays in the creation of camps for children with severe and chronic skin disorders, as well
as how the relationships of biomedical practitioners and adults with skin disorders at
camp change the perceptions of each other. Ultimately, it is the overt goal that this
dissertation educates all readers with respect to how people with skin disorders are often
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labeled as being disabled and suffer consequences of stigmatization related to disability,
as well as increase awareness of how mainstream society affects the identities of this
particular population.
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PREFACE
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the research, and assurance that participation is voluntary and that an individual could opt
out of the research at any time. It further explained that anonymity is assured through the
use of pseudonyms for people and places. Please note, that all names of people and places
in this dissertation are pseudonyms. Contact information for the Temple University
Institutional Review Board, my advisor, and me was provided to answer any questions.
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION
It isn't good to take for granted something as important as skin.
—Nina G. Jablonski, Ph.D.
Anthropologist
Flawless skin is a thing of beauty. We coddle it, we nourish it, we try to improve
it. Yet, we regularly dis it as "only" skin, misunderstood and undervalued. It's a
shame. Man has never made anything better as sensor, shield, and communicator.
--Bernadine Healy, M.D.
Medical Columnist and Editor, U.S. News & Health Report
Former Director of the National Institutes of Health

Sometimes knowledge eludes us. This I-had-no-clue phenomenon does not discriminate
among socially categorized human populations. I came to this conclusion unintentionally after
innumerable presentations and conversations about my academic or community involvement
with a camp program for persons with severe and chronic skin disorders. Unless I am speaking
with an individual who has or knows someone who has a severe skin disorder, for example
professionals in the field of dermatology, the socially defined characteristics that make up the
audience, such as gender, race, level of cognition, social class, sexual orientation, and disability,
are irrelevant. I am no exception, having initially encountered the existence of severe and chronic
skin disorders when I first attended a camp program created specifically for people with skin
disorders in the summer of 1995. Since then I have garnered a great deal of knowledge about the
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biological functions of skin, the largest organ system of the human body and part of the
anatomy’s integumentary system 1.

Nina G. Jablonski, Ph.D., an accomplished anthropologist, eloquently summarizes the
function of human skin in her timely released ethnography Skin: A Natural History. “Simply
put, the skin is the flexible, continuous covering of the body that safeguards our internal organs
from the external environment. It protects us from attack by physical, chemical, and microbial
agents, and shields us from most the harmful rays from the sun, while it works hard to regulate
our body temperature” (2008:1).

Chapter Overviews

While Jablonski’s research focuses mainly on the biological aspects of skin, the heart of
my ethnographic fieldwork centers on how the phenotypical expression of human skin socially
affects individuals, primarily people with severe and chronic skin disorders. The remainder of
Chapter One explains my involvement with specialized camps created for children with skin
disorders, the methodology employed to collect ethnographic data, explanations and descriptions
of the skin disorders encountered during the fieldwork, and a historical account of how North

1

The integumentary system consists of the skin, nails, hair, and the products of the skin glands and their products
(Jablonski 2008:177). “ This system helps in retention of body fluids, sensing the person's surroundings, regulation
of body temperature, elimination of waste products, and offering a protective barrier from the environment
outside the body” (www.newworldencyclopedia.org, (2009).
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American social constructions (such as race, social class, and disability) evolved, resulting in
stigmatization and oppression.

Chapter Two begins with a brief history of the evolution of specialized camps in North
America for children with various disabilities. Camp Freedom2, the umbrella organization that
oversaw the administration of the four camps for children with severe and chronic skin disorders
where I conducted my fieldwork in 2009, is formally introduced in a style that reflects the
emotional details of the organization’s conception through fruition of the camp programs from
its founder’s narrative. Descriptions, including histories, details of facilities, staffing, and
administration, of each of the four camp programs (U.S. Heartland Junior and Teen, Middle
Atlantic, and Southern)3 are provided. These recreational programs offer disabled children to
accomplish socially and physically what is most seemingly unattainable at mainstream camps.

Chapter Three is what I consider the heart of this ethnography as this section allows for
the voices of people with skin disorders to share their stories of stigmatization and oppression in
mainstream society and a specialized camp setting. Here, these individuals provide the reader
with suggestions on how to best approach or treat a person with a skin disorder (or any outright
disability). Additionally, their narratives express proclamations of gratitude for the opportunities

2

Camp Freedom is not a facility but a concept that evolved into a non-profit organization supported by a generous
endowment. It is the administrative umbrella organization that oversees and funds camp programs for children
with severe and chronic skin disorders throughout the United States. In 2009, during my fieldwork, these included
US Heartland Junior and Teen Camps, Middle Atlantic Camp, and Southern Camp. As of 2011 two more camps have
been added.
3
U.S. Heartland Junior, U.S. Heartland Teen, Middle Atlantic, and Southern Camps are pseudonyms, as is Camp
Freedom. Additionally, all research participants were given pseudonyms to protect their identities.
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to: 1) volunteer and attend one of the camp programs, 2) meet others with similar skin disorders,
especially since many of them are rare, 3) share personal experiences (for example, stories about
stigmatization and how best to cope, as well as their latest medical regimens), 4) act as role
models and resources for the children served at camp, and 5) interact and work side by side with
medical practitioners in a relaxed, recreational, nonclinical setting. The key argument of this
chapter is the role that Camp Freedom plays in the effects on the identities of people with severe
and chronic skin disorders. The chapter ends with an essay written by a dermatology resident
shortly after her first week of serving as a counselor at the Middle Atlantic Camp. The emotional
narrative provides a nice summary of the program and her personal insights surrounding events
that adequately depict the thoughts and feelings of many staff and campers.

Chapter Four provides a macro-level and micro-level overview of biomedicine as a
powerful technology and how this is evidenced through, first, the rather (almost instantaneous)
successful creation and ongoing employment of several camp programs of Camp Freedom, and
second, the hegemonic behaviors displayed by some of the medical practitioners serving as camp
staff volunteers, who experience role conflict when trying (or not trying) to separate the two
statuses. Specific examples of these behaviors are relayed in the subsection that describes the
staff roles of medical professionals at the four camp programs. Sharing these examples was the
most difficult challenge during the writing process. Omitting this data would present an
unrealistic utopia, as the camps are authentic, imperfect societies that are not immune to social
conflict. More importantly, several of the research participants with skin disorders were adamant
I include this information, much of which was gleaned from their personal narratives. For them,
as one informant explained, “It’s a safe way for us to tell them how we feel and teach them to be
4

more sensitive.” I personally struggled with putting adversarial circumstances in black and white,
for fear of perpetuating the negative stereotype often associated with medical professionals as
self-important—we cannot allow the behavioral ignorance of a few to reflect negatively on the
hundreds of medical professionals that have served as Camp Freedom staff. Perhaps predictably,
this chapter has a happy ending that includes a discussion of the importance and positive impact
of interpersonal relationships developed among the diverse camp staffs. The central argument of
this chapter, however, centers on the concept of medicalization and its effects on the social lives
of people with severe and chronic skin disorders.

In Chapter Five I present the conclusions of my ethnographic research in the context of
the following key dimensions: 1) Evaluation of Camp Freedom’s specialized programs for
people with skin disorders as socially inclusive; 2) The significance of interpersonal
relationships between medical professionals and people with severe and chronic skin disorders,
developed during a one-week, overnight specialized camp, and their impact on perceptions of
identities and social experiences; 3) Macro-level and micro-level influences of specialized camp
programs to effect a shift in the medical model of biomedicine with respect to influencing a more
personable approach to delivery of care, thereby treating not only the patient’s disease or
disorder but also his or her social well-being; and 4) Through personal narratives, provide people
with severe and chronic skin disorders the opportunity to describe how their social experiences
of everyday life are significantly impacted by their diagnoses by sharing their stories of
stigmatization, as well as educating the mainstream, camp, and medical professional populations
about the existence of rare disorders and how people should properly interact with individuals
whose appearances significantly differ from societal norms.
5

Evolution of Dissertation Research

Sitting in my tiny cubicle in the medical transcription department of a large, renowned
health system, I became aware of a human presence at my back. I snapped to attention at the
realization that this presence was none other than Dr. Francis Milheim, the chair of the
dermatology department at the health system where we were both employed. I had been
transcribing for all of the dermatologists and pediatricians for several years, the majority of
whom I had never met, but of those I knew Milheim was different; he was perpetually
personable and gracious. As busy as he was dealing with human skin issues, Milheim would
make an occasional journey (a rather onerous hike) to visit his transcriptionists in their basement
office just to let us know how much he appreciated our services. Therefore, it was a verbal
gratuity I was expecting when I snapped to attention to acknowledge his presence. After an
initial exchange of pleasantries, Milheim explained he specifically came to talk with me.

I am sure the look of confusion on my face prompted him to quickly clarify that he
wanted to present me with an opportunity. Through our conversations during the previous few
years, Milheim was aware of my community service as a volunteer at two specialized, overnight
camp programs that catered to children with kidney disease and spina bifida. I was pleasantly
surprised when he asked if I would be interested in helping with the creation of and co-directing
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a camp for children with severe and chronic skin disorders. Milheim explained that his young
colleague Dr. Zac Walz had commenced with a plan and small group of health system associates
who constituted a steering committee but needed the expertise of someone to help with planning
and executing a specialized children’s camp. I recall his characteristically warm smile when he
followed this explanation of Walz’s needs with, “And, I thought of you.” I would have jumped
through hoops for Dr. Milhiem if I thought it would earn his respect. He is “that person” that
many aspire to be—the ultimate mentor who always has a kind word and never appears stressed
despite his busy medical practice, large family, and various important roles in the community. It
took a second or two before it dawned on me that somehow I already had his respect, considering
the opportunity he just presented. I wholeheartedly accepted Milheim’s invitation to become a
part of Walz’s team, attending my first steering committee meeting in the late fall of 1994. After
months of planning and fundraising, the Middle Atlantic Camp for children with severe and
chronic skin disorders made its debut in August 1995. I was one of perhaps a dozen staff
volunteers to welcome that first year’s eighteen campers.

Proudly, I have attended the Middle Atlantic Camp every year since its inception (sixteen
years as of 2010), where the majority of my research data was gathered. This camp has become a
rather large part of my identity, in that my camp experiences inspired my return to college, aided
in providing me with strength through rough times (divorce and then single mom to three young
daughters for several years), and most significantly, it is where I have formed the majority of my
most meaningful and lasting friendships. It probably comes as no surprise then that the camp
would become my dissertation topic. In hindsight, choosing a project so close to my heart has
presented challenges. For example, I loathe writing anything that may shed a negative light on
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the camps included in the research, but if I did not report any adversarial information, this would
be an incomplete dissertation, and more importantly, much of this particular data was gleaned
from research participants given the opportunity during their interviews to anonymously relay
significant experiences to the reader.

Regardless of the challenges I have faced because of my strong connection to one of the
camp programs, I survived and have not lost any friends in the process (yet). Of course, and
admittedly, there were advantages to having a significant camp connection. Most notably
instrumental to getting my research project into motion was Dr. Zacri Walz, Director and
President of the Middle Atlantic Camp and Steering Committee. He is a clone of Milheim when
it comes to his personal attributes. It was Walz who graciously allowed me to conduct
preliminary research at the Middle Atlantic Camp, and it was Walz who arranged for me to
attend an annual meeting of the Camp Freedom Steering Committee in order to ask permission to
conduct ethnographic fieldwork during their camp programs to inform my dissertation research.

In the summer of 2009, I attended Camp Freedom’s four week-long summer camp
programs for children with severe and chronic skin disorders. These camps are described in
much more detail in Chapter Two, but briefly, the programs include the U.S. Heartland Junior
and Teen Camps held at a site called Camp Evergreen, Middle Atlantic Camp held at a site
called Camp Majestic, and Southern Camp held at The Ranch. Of relevance, both The Ranch and
Camp Majestic camp sites were built specifically to cater to people with diseases and disabilities.
Camp Evergreen, on the other hand, was initially built with the intention of serving
“underprivileged” children. It was not until the late 1990s, after hosting camp programs for
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children with heart disease and then skin disorders, that major renovations to the site were
conducted in order to meet the needs of people with severe and chronic disabilities and diseases.

Having camp programs at different sites through the United States allows Camp Freedom
to more affordably (with respect to travel) offer its services to the growing population of people
with severe and chronic disabilities who want to attend one of the camps. From an
anthropological research perspective, these camp sites are ideal locations for my fieldwork in
that they provide opportunities to have a small, geographically displaced population of adults
with rare genetic skin disorders gather in larger numbers. I made this point when presenting my
proposed research to the Camp Freedom Steering Committee.

It was in March 2009 when I met with the members of the Camp Freedom Steering
Committee during their annual, face-to-face meeting (other meetings throughout the year are
held via conference calls as the members reside throughout the United States). This meeting
happens in conjunction with the Annual Meeting of the North American Dermatology
Association (NADA)4 5, the largest organization of dermatology practitioners in North America
that is also the administrative home of Camp Freedom.

It should not have come as a surprise to me that the committee was comprised primarily
of physicians, save for Camp Freedom’s administrative assistant who was there to keep minutes.
I am told that there is another member who is not a physician and could not make that year’s
meeting; she is the administrative director of Camp Freedom, employed by the NADA. I was
4

The North American Dermatology Association is a pseudonym.
The North American Dermatology Association created the Camp Freedom Endowment Fund and serves as its
administrative supervisor.
5
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surprised, however, and before the meeting officially commenced, I innocently remarked to
Aggie, a physician friend from the Middle Atlantic Camp, “Where are the people with skin
disorders?” A short, private discussion entailed, and I was pleased to hear my question addressed
later by the entire committee as, coincidentally, “committee membership” was a topic listed on
the meeting agenda. I discuss the Camp Freedom Steering Committee membership in more
detail in Chapter Four.

As a non-physician, guest attendee, I appreciated that my input was taken seriously, and
when given the opportunity to present my proposed research to the committee, I was treated with
respect and several, thought-provoking questions about research methods and analysis of data. I
found it a challenge to explain qualitative facets of my social science research (one physician
referred to it as “warm and fuzzy science”) to this “hard science” audience, but it worked out
well. “As long as you throw in some statistics, it should be fine,” a steering committee member
joked. Ultimately the committee gave me their blessings, and I was granted permission to attend
and perform research at each of the four program sites during the summer of 2009.

On a beautiful, sunny day in July 2009, I boarded a plane headed to the Heartland Region
of the United States where I would spend the next two weeks at Camp Evergreen6, one week
each for the U.S. Heartland Junior and Teen Camps. At each camp I presented my research to the
adult staff during orientation and training sessions on the first day of each program. I distributed
pre-camp questionnaires, and interested subjects completed and returned the forms to me before
the camp activities commenced for the children.

6

Camp Evergreen is the pseudonym for the actual physical site that hosts the U.S. Heartland Junior and Teen
Camps.
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My goal was to enlist five to ten adult individuals with a severe or chronic skin disorder
and three to five medical personnel from each of the four camps I attended. The response was
great, and unfortunately I was not able to interview all interested candidates. However, I was
able to include a total of twenty-two individuals with skin disorders, fifteen staff with medical
backgrounds (students, aides, nurses, residents, and physicians), and a third unanticipated
category included seven individuals with both a skin disorder and a medical background.
Subjects represent varying ethnic groups from the United States. There are no exclusions with
respect to ages of adult subjects (eighteen to seventy-plus years of age). Subjects also vary in
social class as was derived from inquiries about their professions. Some of the individuals with
skin disorders have slight to significant physical limitations, ranging from an inability to walk for
long distances to overt skeletal and skin disfigurements limiting participation in several camp
activities. There are no apparent cognitive limitations, although no testing in this regard was
performed.

The response at each camp was overwhelming, and time did not permit ample
opportunity to interview all interested parties. Interviews, therefore, were conducted upon
availability of interested research candidates after their informed consents were obtained. The
pre-camp questionnaire provided basic information regarding sex; age; occupation; years of
participation in the Camp Freedom program, including time as a child, if applicable, and time as
a staff member; skin disorder diagnosis, if applicable; how and why the individual became
involved with Camp Freedom; history of attendance at a mainstream camp as a child; and
willingness to participate in the study regarding experiences at camps and clinical settings.

11

In addition to formal interviews, I garnered much data as a participant-observer. At three
of the camps (Southern and U.S. Heartland Junior and Teen Camps), I was assigned a role as a
camp counselor, charged with overseeing groups of five to eight girls, ages eight to eighteen
years of age. The counselor to camper ratio averaged one staff member for two campers.
Therefore, I had the opportunity to work side-by-side with several of my research subjects. At
the Middle Atlantic Camp, with which I have been involved for more than fifteen years, I had the
role of a director, allowing me more freedom to participate with and observe a larger variety of
staff and camp activities. This role also provided a nice opportunity to interact more often with
the administrative and medical staff. In addition, I have several long-term relationships with the
staff at the Middle Atlantic Camp, and a good portion of my research data is from that program.

Considering my dual role as ethnographer and staff volunteer, the utilization of a critical
reflexive approach was employed (Shuttleworth 2001, Forsythe 2001, and Hogle and Downey
1999) throughout the research process with respect to the following objectives: 1) To obtain,
through life history narratives, accounts of how adults with severe and chronic skin disorders
experience stigmatization and oppression in mainstream society and in the specialized camp
setting; 2) To understand the subjective "illness" experience these individuals have undergone as
concomitants of clinical procedures that few non-affected lay persons know about or could
imagine; 3) To trace the development of identities of individuals who are often physically
different and in opposition of North American cultural ideals for beauty and health (Ablon 1999
and 2004); and 4) To examine the role of biomedical professionals as authorities on the social
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well-being of people with skin disorders, specifically with respect to the institution of specialized
camps.

In addition to participant-observation and interviews, research methodology also included
descriptive documentation through field notes and mapping the use of space. Additionally,
during interviews with subjects diagnosed with a severe or chronic skin disorder, I offered a
blank notebook for journaling their personal experiences of stigmatization and inclusion in the
camp, clinical, and mainstream settings. I was able to collect only two of these journals three
months post camp. I also invited participants to call or send me e-mails if they had additional
comments to contribute. This particular approach is an evolving research methodology within
disability studies, namely Participatory Action Research (PAR), and has been used by
contemporary anthropologists interested in the Anthropology of Disability (Doe and Whyte
1995, Kasnitz, Brukner, and Doe 1996, Whyte 1991, Litvak et al. 1995, Szymanski 1995).

What is a Skin Disorder Anyway?

When I first became aware of the existence of camp programs that were specifically
created to host children with severe and chronic skin disorders, admittedly I was perplexed. My
mind immediately conjured up images of acne-scarred teenagers and small children with red,
itchy rashes associated with viruses, dry skin, and psoriasis. I only knew of psoriasis because as a
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child I had a close friend, Maryann7, who was given that particular skin disorder diagnosis by her
doctor at about the age of eight years. Typically her psoriatic outbreaks occurred on her scalp,
which was covered by a thick head of hair, so I never actually saw the plaques that caused her
immense discomfort. However, I did see her scratching her scalp a lot in her attempts to relieve
intense itch commonly associated with psoriasis. I share this important memory with a purpose.
Actually, it was not until I began writing this dissertation that I realized how much relevance
Maryann’s story holds with respect to both a personal connection to my research and as a tool to
produce empathy in the reader.

Predictably, the common adage of “kids can be cruel” was exemplified when our
classmates, sometimes individually or collectively, would react to her scratching by chanting,
“Maryann has cooties” (a euphemism for bugs in this particular context). I believed that I was
above this behavior as a young, model child, but Maryann emphatically recalls a time when we
were at odds when I “certainly was a part of that group of cretins.” This statement began a
lengthy, sort of confessional conversation during which we shamefully shared revelations from
our childhoods of the improprieties we committed against other children. If you have had similar
conversations, then you know what follows is usually a great deal of guilt and, at least
personally, a rather critical self-evaluation of one’s ability to adhere to the Golden Rule ( i.e. “do
unto others as you would have done to unto you”) gauged by how you react to the people who,
quite frankly, irritate you.

More importantly, however, are the reactions given to strangers who appear obviously
different than what society deems “normal” and how those reactions can significantly affect the
7

Maryann is a pseudonym given to protect the individual’s true identity.
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everyday experiences of the recipients. During my ethnographic fieldwork, every person with a
skin disorder interviewed shared at least one personal story of people’s, usually complete
strangers, negative reactions that have had significant impact on their lives.

During these interviews, I asked each participant to tell me what they thought was the
most important message or bit of information they would like to convey about their skin disease
and disability experiences. Every response was essentially the same, and I think Taylor’s, a
thirty-five-year-old female with chronic psoriasis (itchy patches of scaly, red skin), reply is
adequately representative. She adamantly states, “I think education is the key to change how
people treat each other, and camp does just that. It would be great to have a similar program that
allows more mainstream kids in to mingle with other kids who are different.”

I met Taylor in 1996 at a camp for children with severe and chronic skin disorders where
we were part of the volunteer staff. She and I have shared many incredible and challenging
experiences. In fact, we are the only two people who have volunteered at all of Camp Freedom’s
dermatology camps. We also shared the same perplexed reaction upon hearing the term “chronic
and severe skin disorders” for the first time. Taylor, of course, is all too familiar with psoriasis,
but she had never heard of rare genetic skin disorders such as ichthyosis, associated with rapid
skin growth, or ectodermal dysplasia, characterized by heat intolerance due to the inability to
sweat, as well as hair, nail, and teeth abnormalities. (Detailed descriptions of the skin disorders
discussed throughout this dissertation may be found in Appendix A.)

Theorizing Severe and Chronic Skin Disorders and Disabilities
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Disability is a social construction defined by nondisabled people. These constructions
occur when the identities of persons with disabilities are spoiled and dehumanized by the ablebodied population (Goffman 1968). Individuals are considered impaired if they experience, or
are perceived by others to experience, physiological or behavioral statuses or processes such as
disease or illness. Societies may perceive impairments as resulting in functional limitations, and
functional limitations may or may not be disabling, dependent on cultural constructions and
situational criteria, including stigma and power. Disability exists when people, like those with
skin disorders, experience discrimination on the basis of perceived limitations. A disability may
or may not be considered an impediment, dependent on management of societal discrimination
and internalized oppression, particularly infantilization and paternalism (Kasnitz, Switzer, and
Shuttleworth 2001).

People with severe and chronic skin disorders often fall victim to significant oppression
by the mainstream population. The oppression tends to increase when an individual has several
traits that do not conform to what society views as normal. Societal norms, therefore, constitute
social constructs. It is important to note that social constructs are not stagnant and their
characteristics alter as societies change. For example, having a severe skin disorder, like vitiligo
expressed as white patches of skin due to loss of melanin, deviates from the norm, but if that
same individual also has markers of low social class, a physical disability, perhaps is female and
is defined racially as Black, she may experience increased oppression and be ignorantly
perceived as not being a full contributing member of society.
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In order to understand the concept of what constitutes a full citizen in the United States, it
is necessary to examine the historical formations of cultural constructions of race, class, and
people with disabilities. Diversity in the United States is synonymous with hierarchies of
worthiness, and North American anthropologists have been actively engaged in understanding
the shifting formations of these social constructions. According to Ida Susser, “the United States
was founded on a history of conquest, colonial exploitation, patriarchal assumptions, labor
migration, and slavery” (2001:4). This history is paramount to understanding how groups of
people have been, and currently are, oppressed and stigmatized based on creations of identity. In
the remainder of this chapter, I address key anthropologists who have contributed to theorizing
social difference in the United States, particularly along lines of race, class, and disability.

One can credit anthropologist Franz Boas with pioneering the research method of
historical particularism that looks at the phenomenon of culture as a product of history. Within
this scope of research, Boaz rejected such labels as "savage" and "barbarian" and was critical of
ideas of race and gender (McGee and Warms 2008). An integral part of my understanding of
these ideas emerged from a review of the literature of the general history of who is considered a
“good immigrant” with respect to nineteenth and twentieth century European migration to the
United States. Social constructions of race grew largely out of this period when “whiteness”
correlated with particular ethnicities. Oppressed groups have achieved “whiteness” (Ignatiev
1995, Brodkin-Sacks 1996), or privileges of full citizenship, and what it means to be a “good
citizen” today (Goode and Schneider 1994, Hyatt 2001).
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With the first large wave of migration of Europeans to the United States in the middle
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it is apparent that at different points in history some
populations who suffered discrimination were able to become ideal citizens. Many of these
immigrants were Irish, who can be split into two waves; the first wave was composed of Irish
Protestants, considered a higher social class, whereas the second wave of Irish potato farmers
viewed as poor and undesirable. Noel Ignatiev's (1995) work provides the sequence of events
leading to the acceptance of the Irish as "whitened" and whole citizens.

Ignatiev identifies assimilation through successful economic competition with Blacks in
the labor market, the migration of labor organizations from Ireland to the United States (resulting
in increased wages and improved working conditions), and political alignment with Jacksonian
democrats who sought the Irish vote. This political alignment is important as the Irish broke
away from the beliefs of the popular leader of Ireland Daniel O'Connell, who strongly opposed
slavery. Essentially, the "whitening" of the Irish had nothing to do with skin color, supporting the
concept of race as a social construction.

In the mid nineteenth century there were no city institutions of policing until the 1850
informal gangs patrolled the streets, including the Irish, who were known rioters that violently
fought against the Black population in Philadelphia. At this time the Irish were becoming
“white,” as a result of their new political alliance with the Southern Democrats. It is important to
note that the Irish were promised more governmental support for becoming anti-abolitionists.
With their new political ties with government officials, the Irish were recruited to police the city,
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becoming “Irish cops,” a stereotype that still persists. This new occupation gave the Irish
increased social capital and a way to rise to middle class, sealing their status as desirable citizens.

Another example of how social constructions of “race” were not really about skin color is
found in Karen Brodkin-Sack's (1996) contribution which examines intersecting race, class,
nation, gender, and family ideologies concerning Jewish immigrants in the United States post
World War II. She explains how the Jewish populations were extremely localized and
marginalized in New York City. The Jews were provided with state programs to aid in their
adaptation and assimilation to North American culture; however, Sacks argues it was the
compatibility of their ideals surrounding work, family, and gender roles that ultimately paved the
way to society granting Jews full citizenship, as the political economy of that era dictated
specific ideas of the role of these social institutions. The Jews brought with them skills of the
garment trade, and New York City had a booming garment industry. Their participation in the
workforce along with the labor movement, therefore, led to the Jews rising to middle class.
Additionally, Sacks argues, Jewish nuclear family and gender roles coincided with those of
whites; for example, the husband was the breadwinner and his wife was expected to be a
housewife and mother.

Brodkin’s key argument is that in order for minority populations to comfortably succeed in
the United States, both socially and economically, it is necessary to become "white."
Historically, this has not been a consistent process in the United States but instead "shows
changing notions of whiteness to be part of America's larger system of institutional racism"
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(1996). For example, whereas the Irish where “whitened” mainly through political alliance, the
Jews were accepted into the dominant class because of their similar values (i.e. work ethic and
family) with Whites. Additionally, Brodkin attributes the Jews’ “whitening” as a result of social
policies developed that targeted the growing middle class (i.e. monetary support for education
and home loans from the Federal Housing Administration). It is relevant to note that these social
policies largely excluded minority populations, thereby widening the gap between the lower and
middle social classes.

Paramount to understanding racial ideologies is Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s
contribution of “Racial Formation Theory” that views the social construction of racial identity in
the context of socioeconomic and political forces and argues that “the racial order is organized
and enforced by the continuity and reciprocity between micro-level and macro-level of social
relations” (1989:3). The macro-level considers common ideologies put forth by states, whereas
the micro-level accounts for how individuals experience and internalize racial identities, which
can result in employing behaviors that coincide with racial stereotypes. This is a useful
framework for understanding the ideologies of race, class, and disability, as well as how
individuals without disabilities experience these ideologies.

It is common to associate race with poverty, as did Oscar Lewis (1966) when he
developed the concept of the “culture of poverty.” This social theory argues that poverty is a
process of recurrence, meaning that the poor pass on their adaptations of survival to poverty,
sometimes considered immoral, onto their children through the process of enculturation,
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resulting in another generation of poor. Carol Stack (1974) challenges this perception in her
ethnographic research that took place in a poor African American community in Chicago. She
explains how the lack of state support for this community forced its members to develop
strategies for survival. Stack noted that the people she studied created networks of extended kin,
many members of whom were fictive in nature, to meet their needs. For example, cash and
services were given and reciprocated when one was in need. Stack cites a need to examine
macro level structures, instead of blaming the individual. Although Stack’s ethnographic
research took place in the 1960s, and many support programs have been instituted to help
African American poor to “rise up,” neoliberal practices make upward social mobility rather
difficult.

These neoliberal practices include a reduction of state support programs as seen with the
1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA).
Essentially, neoliberalism places the onus on the individual to pull one’s self “up by the boot
straps,” and if one cannot, then he or she must be a bad citizen. PRWORA, as an example, is a
program to get people off of welfare by training them for the labor market. However, most
individuals who completed the training programs were only eligible for low-wage jobs (i.e.
customer service). These programs were aimed mainly at single mothers (Fox-Piven 2001,
Goldstein 2001). Ultimately, these mothers must still rely on survival strategies to get by and
live with the stigma (Goffman 1997) that accompanies identities of poverty.
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The above examples and the concepts of neoliberalism and stigmatization can also be tied
to experiences of people with disabilities, including individuals with severe and chronic skin
disorders. It is important to first understand how people with disabilities have historically been,
and currently are, perceived in the United States in the context of capitalism (Zames and Zames
2001). Few specialized programs, for example the American School for the Deaf and the
Perkins School for the Blind, were available to people with disabilities in the nineteenth century.
Most people with severe disabilities (i.e. cognitive dysfunctions and significant physical
impairments) were subjected to a life of confinement in their homes and residential institutions,
such as state-run hospitals. They were discriminated against in the workplace and social arenas
such as restaurants and places of recreation. For example, a 1911 Chicago city ordinance, not
repealed until 1974, stated, “No person who is diseased, maimed, mutilated, or in any way
deformed so as to be an unsightly or disgusting object or improper person to be allowed in or on
the public ways or other public places in this city, shall therein or thereon expose himself to
public view” (Zames and Zames 2001:12). However, by the middle nineteenth century some
people with certain disabilities (i.e. dwarfism and bodily disfigurements) found their way into the
workplace, sadly through freak shows, a popular form of entertainment that is currently frowned
upon but still practiced today (Bogdan 1988).

More disturbing perhaps is the participation of the United States in the eugenics
movement that began in the late nineteenth century (Zames and Zames, 2001). This movement
led to laws that banned people with disabilities from migrating to the United States. Those who
did reside in the United States were banned from marrying and having children, leading to
institutionalization and forced sterilization of persons with disabilities. This agenda found
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support in the early to mid-twentieth century with the 1912 publication of The Kallikak Family
by Henry H. Goddard that linked disability with immorality, proclaiming both are genetic traits
(Gould 1981). This practice of eugenics and sterilization continued into the late twentieth
century, with Oregon being the last state to ban forced sterilization in 1981.

Interestingly, scholarly work on the history of disability is largely associated with race,
immigration, and gender. “Disability has functioned historically to justify inequality for
disabled people themselves, but it has also done so for women and minority groups” (Baynton
2001:33). Douglas Baynton’s historical account points to disability functioning as a justification
for inequality among women and minority groups. He discusses the significance of the social
construction of disability during the three great citizenship debates of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, namely “women’s suffrage, African American freedom and civil rights, and
the restriction of immigration” (33). Baynton explains that markers of disability were employed
to define who would be included or excluded from citizenship, and this was most prevalent
during the great migration with immigration officers given the power to assign a label of
disability to people and forbid their entrance into the United States. Thus, a label of disability
has functioned to justify inferiority.

Baynton additionally discusses ideologies of “normality,” historically associated with
evolutionary theory and a “belief in progress” (2001:35). Those who did not meet the standards
of normality were characterized as failing to evolve. Depictions of normalcy, in the physical
sense, align with ideals of beauty, often associated with skin. Social scientist Ann Hill-Beuf’s
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(1990) research on “appearance-impaired” children in the United States confirms that ideals of
beauty are very much prevalent in contemporary society.

Hill-Beuf avers that the United States is “beauty-centered,” supporting her statement with
a statistical analysis of the cosmetic industry in 1980. For example, Americans spent 2.6 billion
on cosmetics, 1.5 billion on skin preparations, and 400 million on diet aids (1990:6). Therefore,
appearance impairment is considered deviant and those with defects, such as burns,
dermatological disorders, obesity, and burns, are subject to stigmatization.

Erving Goffman defined stigma as “an attribute that is deeply discrediting within a
particular social interaction, and a person with an attribute that does not meet societal standards
is “reduced in our minds from a whole and usual person to a tainted, discounted one” (1968:3).
The works of both Goffman and Hill-Beuf greatly inform my research with respect to
understanding the experiences of stigmatization and oppression in the everyday lives of people
with severe and chronic skin disorders. I seek to understand how these individuals are valued or
devalued as citizens.

Some people may argue that since the surge of the Disability Rights Movement in the
1970s people with disabilities are wholly accepted into the workplace, schools, and all other
spheres of life. The movement, which served 54 million Americans in 2001 with respect to
achieving equal rights, has experienced many successes, such as changes to welfare programs
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like Social Security and Medicaid to include people with disabilities and their dependents and,
most notably, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 that prohibits discrimination against
“qualified” individuals with disabilities in the job market. The reaching of these milestones
correlates with the massive involvement of people with disabilities and their advocates. Zames
and Zames remark that this particular group of people “is the only protected class that anyone
can enter at any time through birth, accident, illness, or advanced age” (2001:215); no one is
immune to the possibility of a disability (Murphy 1987). However, it is important to note that
the Disability Rights Movement is experiencing dwindling numbers with respect to support.
Similar to the Civil Rights and Women’s Movements, this can be attributed to young people with
disabilities benefitting from such milestones reached as deinstitutionalization, accessibility,
workplace and school inclusion programs, and an inaccurate perception that “all the work is
done” regarding the achievement of equal rights.

People with disabilities and other socially constructed minorities who may take
advantage of the achievements of the social movements of the 1960s and 1970s, and who are
labeled as good worthy citizens, can fit well into the ideals of neoliberalism. However, those who
cannot or do not “rise to the occasion” are viewed as a drain on our capitalist society and not
worthy of state or federal support.

Summary
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In summary, social constructions resulting in inequality have always been present in the
United States, although these formations do change. Within the United States’ social categories
of disability, race, and poverty, there are the “deserving” and “undeserving” (Goode and
Maskovsky 2001). This means that we appreciate the immigrant with values and ideals similar to
those of mainstream United States citizens, and we view deaf culture as superior to other
disabilities because they are not seen as a strain on society but viewed as “taking care of their
own.” This achievement of becoming fully productive members of society includes “the”
requirement of social acceptance. This concept, as well as the others presented, served to inform
my research as I examined the macro-level and micro-level forces at work on individuals with a
vast array of chronic and severe skin disorders, disabilities, and other markers of inequality. The
scholarly contributions presented in this chapter have been especially helpful with providing the
theoretical framework for understanding how social institutions such as biomedicine affect the
identities and sense of self-worth of these individuals.
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CHAPTER 2.
CAMP FREEDOM

As explained earlier in the previous chapter, Camp Freedom is not a facility but a concept
that evolved into a non-profit organization supported by a generous endowment. It is the
umbrella organization that oversees and funds specialized camp programs for children with
severe and chronic skin disorders throughout the United States. Discussed in more detail later in
this chapter, Camp Freedom is under the administration of the North American Dermatology
Association (NADA). First, a history of specialized camps for people with disabilities and
diseases is presented.

North American History of Specialized Camps

Since the middle to late 1980s, camps for children with severe and chronic diseases (i.e.
spina bifida, cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and skin disorders) have been created to provide for
"special kids," who would not ordinarily attend mainstreamed camps to enjoy the activities of an
overnight camp in an environment in which there is social acceptance and available services to
meet medical needs. Searching for literature on the advent of specialized overnight camp
programs created specifically for people with particular medical diagnoses was a bleak
experience producing minimal results. What I did discover, however, is that the trend of these
special camps appears consistent with the changing political economy in the United States, as
one that promotes nongovernmental funded efforts in which citizens support and provide for
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each other as well as the current trend within the Disability Rights Movement of “selfdetermination.”
Self-determination is a combination of skills, knowledge, and beliefs that
enable a person to engage in goal-directed, self-regulated, autonomous behavior.
An understanding of one's strengths and limitations together with a belief in
oneself as capable and effective are essential to self-determination. When acting
on the basis of these skills and attitudes, individuals have greater ability to take
control of their lives and assume the role of successful adults. (Field et al 1998:2)

The earliest specialized camp program I found in the sparse available literature is The
Hole in the Wall Gang Camp that was founded by Paul Newman in 1988. According to the
program’s website, the camp
…is a nonprofit, residential summer camp and year-round center in Ashford,
Connecticut serving children and families coping with cancer and other serious
illnesses and conditions. In addition to its signature summer camping experience,
the Camp offers programs from fall through spring for campers, their families
and healthcare professionals, serving 15,000 children annually. Through our
year-round Hole in the Wall Gang Camp Hospital Outreach Program, our
Outreach Specialists bring the joy and healing of Camp right to the bedsides of
seriously ill children in hospitals throughout the Northeast. All of the Camp’s
services are provided free of charge. The Hole in the Wall Gang Fund, Inc., with
offices located in New Haven, Connecticut, is the Camp’s fundraising office
charged with the responsibility of an annual $8 million fundraising goal that
sustains the mission. (www.holeinthewallgang.org)

Although the Hole in the Wall Gang program had an advantage with Paul Newman as
their founder, and I surmise benefactor as well, similar specialized camp programs that cater to
people with diseases and disabilities appear to have sprouted across the United States. The
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information presented in the following subsection provides further historical accounts of this
specialized camp trend.

From Epiphany to Reality: The Birth of Camp Freedom

It was a bunch of wonderful things coming together at the same time. One,
I was President of the North American Dermatology Association (NADA) in 1993,
and they always kind of gave the president the chance to do a special project in
one way or another. Two, Camp Evergreen was having hard times; it was old and
had open weeks (losing income). You have to know the camp was falling apart,
basically. The buildings were old. There was one bathtub. There was no airconditioning except in one area. The infirmary had one plug which had a fridge
plugged in, and there was a fan…the facilities were rough. The owners, a
Lutheran social group, were thinking about selling, but many people didn’t want
that. So, people got together in neighborhoods and someone from Camp
Evergreen would come and talk about it and ask for donations. During one such
gathering at my nearby vacation home, I was sitting on my balcony wondering
how much I was going to give, when all of a sudden I realized that maybe we
could do a skin camp during an open week.
--Dr. Michael Delaney, Founder of Camp Freedom

Camp Evergreen is a lakeside, summer retreat facility located in the U.S. Heartland
Region of the United States that was donated by a generous congressman in the 1950s to host
and benefit “neglected, unfortunate, deprived and handicapped children.” Not long after
Delaney’s “skin camp” epiphany, he fired up his boat and crossed the lake to meet with the
Camp Evergreen Director, and a tentative plan was made. “It seemed like a pie in the sky idea to
everyone,” says Delaney, but he next asked the NADA for an advancement of $25,000 with the
intention of reimbursement through fund raising initiatives.
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Delaney was pleasantly surprised by how quickly and generously the funds rolled in. It
seemed everyone he spoke with loved the concept of a camp for children with severe and chronic
skin disorders. He did take precautions, however, making sure the camp belonged to the NADA,
explaining, “I did not want the pharmaceutical companies to be too involved by buying up the
camp; I didn’t want it to become a ‘drug company X’ camp.” Delaney limited the drug
companies’ contributions by letting them adopt up to five campers at $1,000 each. This
arrangement worked well as most of the “money actually came from people who just heard about
it which is extraordinary because there was really no publicity or really any notion that it might
work. It worked out that we not only had enough money to rent the camp for the week but also to
fly people in.” Delaney adds with a chuckle, “Then it got scary because it was actually going to
happen.”

With funding in place, Delaney formed an ad hoc committee of dermatologists and nurses
to work out the details for Camp Freedom, the world’s first camp for children with severe and
chronic skin disorders. Aside from planning a week’s worth of activities, the group was charged
with providing solutions for potential scenarios, like how to react if someone gets sick. The most
daunting task, however, was setting the parameters of who qualified as a camper. Delaney recalls
spending a great deal of time discussing limitations as to which children could attend camp with
respect to the severity and chronicity of a child’s skin disorder. “We decided we’re not going to
set a limit; if a dermatologist felt the patient has a severe skin disorder, whether that meant
psychologically, physically, or whatever else, that was enough,” explained Delaney. Of course
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that left the possibility of getting campers who did not have a severe skin disorder, and indeed
that was the case. It became obvious that the committee’s connotation of a “severe” skin disorder
is one that renders a body disabled. “It turned out it was great having able-bodied kids because if
everybody was sort of disabled by their disease, then it [camp] would not have had the same
energy.” To clarify, Delaney was referring to children with chronic diseases such as vitiligo
(characterized by patches of skin lacking melanin) and alopecia areata (round patches of hair
loss) as “able-bodied” because these diseases do not interfere with the physical functioning of the
human body.

“The amazing thing is,” Delaney remarks, “that the decisions we made then are still used
today. It’s either divine intervention or we just made good decisions.” One such decision was to
not build a camp program that centered on medical or therapeutic treatment. Realizing that
children with severe and chronic skin disorders usually do not attend mainstream camps—some
never spending a night away from their caregivers--the committee agreed that their program
would focus on providing customary recreational activities. For example, campers participate in
arts and crafts, sports, swimming, and toasting marshmallows over a campfire, to name a few.
Some activities, like the high ropes course and rock climbing wall, are challenging, but no child
is forced to partake if the task surpasses his or her physical limitations. And, most importantly,
no child is berated for nonparticipation.
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What does make this program different than a mainstream camp is the assurance that
specialized and general medical care is available round the clock, as well as the purposeful staff
assignments. Not everyone who applies to volunteer at camp is accepted, and there are several
reasons. More often than not, and since the word has spread tremendously about Camp Freedom,
there are more applicants than available positions. And there is a consistent method of preference
for choosing the staff for all of the programs.

Early in the winter, each program sends letters to previous volunteers who have
expressed an interest in returning for the next season. About that same time, an administrator
from Camp Freedom begins accepting new applications that arrive via the program’s webpage,
and then disperses copies to the individual camp directors for review. I explain this particular
task in great deal in the subsection of this chapter dedicated to discussing the Middle Atlantic
Camp.

The directors from all of the camps have seen their responsibility of camper recruitment
shift to the administrative staff of Camp Freedom as well. As indicated by Delaney earlier in this
chapter, dermatologists throughout the United States, and sometimes abroad, refer their young
patients to Camp Freedom, the umbrella organization that oversees the various camp programs
(see Chapter One). And the severity or chronicity of a child’s skin disorder is determined by each
referring dermatologist. This arrangement works well, populating each camp with a diverse
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group of children that represent a spectrum of skin disorders, many of which are described in
Appendix A.

Early spring begins the camper recruitment process when applications are made available
on the NADA website. Briefly, the administrator matches each potential camper with one of the
four camps. She does try to accommodate location preferences, but this is not always possible for
a couple of reasons. First, each camp has a different age requirement; for example, the teen
program only accepts 13 to 15 year olds. Second, airfare is a huge expense, so it is more
reasonable and cost effective to send campers to the closest camp whenever possible. When the
administrator has matched campers and programs, she then forwards the applications to the
appropriate camp director. In turn, the camp director makes sure contact is made with the camper
and his or her parents beginning the communication process of informational mailings, e-mails,
and follow-up phone calls as needed.

Although I was not able to discern the specifics regarding assistance with recruitment
processes provided to the Southern and U.S. Heartland Junior and Teen Camp directors, each
director did say they welcomed and relied on others. All of the camp directors agree, however,
that the NADA’s decision to hire administrative staff was a great decision or, as one director put
it, “A godsend.” During an interview with Camp Freedom Founder Delaney, he referenced the
“craziness” of filling the staff and camper rosters of the U.S. Heartland Junior Camp, but “it all
worked out,” he shares.
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On a July morning in 1993, Delaney and his staff of doctors, nurses, and mostly “college
kids in their twenties,” anxiously awaited the bus carrying more than fifty children, ages eight to
twelve years, from all over the United States. “My fear was that the kids were going to get off
the bus, and everybody was going to run to a separate corner and hide; they were all going to be
loners…It turned out that the bus door open and pandemonium hit,” Delaney shares. This was a
wonderfully chaotic pandemonium for this first group of children and staff that would make
history establishing the first camp program in the world that caters to children with severe and
chronic skin disorders. Reflecting on camp’s success, Delaney shares:

The staff counselors, nurses, and dermatologists had the challenge of
making sure that each camper’s special needs were met. For example, the
children with epidermolysis bullosa, one of the most severe skin diseases, require
daily dressing changes. Epidermolysis bullosa, which ranges in severity, causes
painful blisters that leave large raw patches on the skin. Some other campers
require special diets or extensive medical care regimens, while others need to
avoid the sun or heat. The experience creates both opportunities and challenges.
Each camper has the opportunity to shed inhibitions and meet others with similar
skin disorders. The campers and counselors experience camaraderie while
roasting marshmallows around a campfire. By the end of the first Camp Freedom,
it was clear that the opportunities were realized and the challenges met. It’s
absolutely empowering for the kids, and it’s empowering for the parents, too.
They see that their children are going to be able to grow up and cope.

Delaney could not have predicted just how successful his project would be, but Camp
Freedom has grown from serving fifty campers at one facility in its first year to more than two
hundred and fifty who attended four camps (two in the Heartland, one in the Middle Atlantic,
and one in the Southern regions of the United States) in 2009. And, at the time of this writing,
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two more camps programs have joined the ranks of Camp Freedom, one each in the Northeast
and Western regions of the United States.

U.S. Heartland Junior Program

Each of the four dermatology camps I attended possess its own personality. Although
many of the activities are similar, each does provide something different than the others. In
addition, there are some differences in the layout of each site and how the programs are staffed.

The U.S. Heartland Junior Camp is held at Camp Evergreen, a setting that is on a high
peninsula flush with evergreen trees and is bordered by two large lakes. The views are
breathtaking, and I report this from personal experience. As described above by Delaney, “…the
camp was falling apart” in 1993. I did not see evidence of this at all. Through an ongoing
successful fundraising campaign, by the time I arrived in July of 2009, all of the facilities were
either new or had undergone extensive renovations. The camp overhaul ensured that each
building and activity was accessible and allowed for easy navigation by a user population that
was largely disabled.
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Four cabins and a large, two-story lodge with generous bathroom facilities accommodate
about a hundred people. At the junior camp, the four multi-roomed cabins housed sixty-nine
campers and twenty-eight adult and four junior (ages sixteen and seventeen years) volunteer
counselors and medical staff. Typically there are seven or eight campers and three to four staff
assigned to each particular bunking area. The U.S. Heartland Junior Camp directors and a few of
the medical staff were provided a “director’s cabin.” Two medical staff volunteers slept in the
infirmary, providing access to medical care throughout the night. The lodge, which provided the
most comfortable accommodations, was home to a camper with severe epidermolysis bullosa (a
most severe skin disorder characterized by extremely fragile skin that blisters easily from light
friction) and his caregiver, as well as three counselors whose skin disorders required intense
treatment and increased privacy.

The young adult Camp Evergreen employees live the entire summer camp season in
either the designated staff house or the boathouse. Located near the center of the site is the dining
hall where all meals are shared by the entire camp population. It is also home to a makeshift
infirmary staffed by volunteer physicians and nurses who dispense prescriptions and minimal
over-the-counter medication and care for simple medical needs during the day and evening
activity hours.

However, some campers and staff with severe skin disorders that require more intensive
treatment are cared for in the infirmary. The infirmary shares a building with the Camp
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Evergreen administrative offices and is equipped with the necessary medical supplies to treat
more serious injuries or emergencies. This health center encompasses an examination room as
well as a bedroom if someone were to require round-the-clock care and supervision. It is this
particular amenity that sets the minds of the campers’ parents at ease, in addition to the
knowledge that a hospital is nearby should the need arise.

The remainder of the site consists of a nature hut and teepee, gazebo, bike shed,
recreational center for indoor arts and crafts, two campfire areas, sports fields, basketball court,
archery range, and a designated chalet for the volunteer staff. This particular building is heavily
used after “lights out” for the campers, where many of the staff gets together for conversation,
music, food, games, and an opportunity to electronically connect with friends, family, and
coworkers. Last, a generous waterfront, complete with a bathhouse and boating docks, is the
most significant feature that gives Camp Evergreen its personality. Each day between lunch and
dinner, the entire camp population gathers to participate in several waterfront activities, for
example tubing, boating, and swimming.

Typically the schedule includes activities through which assigned groups rotate in the
morning, all-camp waterfront participation in the afternoon, and an all-camp activity in the
evening. For example, on the first full day of the program, I accompanied my group of twelveyear-old girls to archery, water wars, horseback riding, swimming in the afternoon, and a game
of flag football in the evening followed by singing and roasting marshmallows around a campfire
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before heading to bed. By the week’s end, my group had participated in nature projects,
kayaking, orienteering, a trust adventure, and several arts and crafts activities.

Essentially, every camper has the opportunity to enjoy each activity offered. Most of
these activities are experienced in groups. These groups are designated upon arrival. Heartland
Junior Camp consisted of nine groups of which five were female and four were male. There are
typically eight children of relatively the same age per group, three to four adult counselors (one
of whom has a medical background, such
as medical student, resident, physician
assistant, or nurse), and a junior counselor.
Designation in a group determines who
you bunk, eat, and participate in rotational
activities with throughout the week.
Additionally, Camp Evergreen employs a
site director and assistant director, as well

Figure 1. Dining/Recreational Hall at Camp Evergreen

as a staff of young adults—fifteen of them for the summer of 2009—and depend on local
volunteers who lead the week’s activities. One Camp Evergreen staff member is assigned as a
week-long liaison for each camper group, making sure everyone has their needs met and having
fun.
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Middle Atlantic Camp

Pediatric dermatologist Dr. Zac Walz heard about Delaney’s camp while attending a
presentation during the 1994 meetings for a pediatric dermatology organization. The speaker
caught his ear, “It sounded like a lot of fun and a great way to learn.” He contacted Delaney, and
“I bugged my way in.” That July, Walz served as a volunteer physician at the U.S. Heartland
Junior Camp. Of his service he remarks, “I certainly developed a better appreciation for the daily
routines of some of the kids, like having four hours of their day consumed by dressing changes,
and I enjoyed getting to know them as individuals.” Soon after Walz’s return home, he was
invited by a colleague to check out a camp facility nearby that was recently built for children
with special needs. His tour included direct observation of a camp program for children with
cancer.

With his recent service at the U.S. Heartland Junior Camp still fresh in his head and the
new knowledge of a special needs camp close to his home, Walz experienced an epiphany not
unlike that of Delaney. His next move was presenting his idea of emulating the recreationalfocused Camp Freedom program to the staff of the dermatology department for which he
worked. The support was immediate and gracious; hence, a steering committee was formed with
its primary goal of seeing the Middle Atlantic Camp come to fruition in the summer of 1995.
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It was not long after the steering committee was formed when I was approached by the
Chair of the Dermatology Department, who knew of my previous involvement with specialized
camps for children with kidney disease and spina bifida. He wanted to know if I would be
interested in joining the steering committee and co-directing the camp with Walz. I readily
agreed to the arrangement. My prior experience at camps for children with special needs had
been nothing but positive. I love both camping and working with children, so I jumped at the
chance. I had no idea that years later I would write a dissertation about, and for, the people with
skin disorders and medical professionals with whom I formed significant relations during one
week out of each summer for 15 years. I would not start my first undergraduate course until a
month after the first camp.

I concur with Walz when he says, “Camp is addicting.” He and I have been codirecting
this Middle Atlantic Camp since its inception in 1995 with no plans to stop while we are still
breathing. Camp is such an important part of my life that choosing to do my dissertation research
about Camp Freedom made total sense. I knew I had to be careful with bias and be as objective
as possible when researching concepts such as medicalization and discussions of biomedicine as
a powerful social institution (Foucault 1976), and I think my work reflects that effort. I do admit,
however, that the research did not go as smoothly as I had anticipated. To explain, the interviews
and participant observation were fantastic, but I am experiencing much anxiety about “getting it
right” and not offending anyone in the process when what I have to say may not appear
complimentary.
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I was particularly intimidated by the prospect of working with the dermatology staff with
which I had minimal, impersonal contact prior to my attendance at the Middle Atlantic Camp
Steering Committee meetings. They knew me as the girl from word processing who attended a
few staff meetings. Hey, these folks were “cerebral,” and I was just a medical transcriptionist
with a high school diploma at the time and, like most lay people, I viewed myself as inferior and
they as reverent idols never to be questioned. I am happy to report that my views have
dramatically shifted after significant time spent with these folks and studying such concepts as
social inequality and hegemony. I mention this as evidence of my empathy with respect to how
the campers and lay staff initially viewed themselves at camp.

The Middle Atlantic Steering Committee welcomed me warmly and sometimes asked for
my input regarding practices that worked well for other camps with which I had been involved. I
was impressed with how much the committee accomplished in just a few short months. Sales of
baked goods and rubberized containers and other small-scale fundraisers had yielded admirable
funds. Walz sent out letters of solicitation to several pharmaceutical companies with success.
The monies garnered from his campaign and the steering committee’s fundraising efforts were
not only enough to rent the camp facilities for a week but to cover all of the expenses (i.e.
activity and medical supplies, room and board). Therefore, campers attended free of charge. It is
important to note that the Middle Atlantic group was initially separate from Camp Freedom and
not under its direction, nor was it always funded by the NADA. To clarify, it was not until 2008
when the Middle Atlantic Camp became formally and entirely associated with Camp Freedom.
From 1996 until 2008, however, Camp Freedom and the NADA generously funded travel
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expenses for campers and volunteer staff. As explained in more detail later, in 1996 the U.S.
Heartland Junior Camp could not accommodate the growing number of camp applications, so the
Middle Atlantic Camp agreed to host additional campers. For the very first program in August
1995, fully funded by donations and small fundraisers, the Middle Atlantic camp became reality,
hosting eighteen children with severe and chronic skin disorders, ages eight to thirteen years.

The second full week of August in 2009 boasted the Middle Atlantic’s camp fifteenth
annual program. The numbers of attendees increased from eighteen campers and a handful of
staff in 1995 to near facility capacity of eighty campers and seventy-four staff fifteen years later.
In fact, in its second year, the Middle Atlantic Camp population increased to sixty campers and
averaged between seventy and ninety campers each year thereafter. Staff numbers vary but the
staff-to-camper ratio is never less than one staff person for every two campers.

The main reason for such a jump in numbers from year one to year two is that the U.S.
Heartland Camp had reached capacity and would need to turn potential campers away. Delaney
thought of Walz, and the two were able to produce a resolution: Walz agreed to accommodate
the overflow, and Delaney made arrangements for Camp Freedom to cover transportation costs,
including airfare and the bussing of campers and staff from the airport to the Middle Atlantic
camp site. This limited partnership continued for several years until 2008 when the steering
committee of the Middle Atlantic Camp most agreeably accepted an offer of affiliation with
Camp Freedom. Walz had maintained his involvement with Camp Freedom since attending the
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U.S. Heartland Junior Camp in 1994. In fact, prior to the Middle Atlantic Camp’s invitation of
affiliation being offered, he was serving a four-year term as the Chair of the Camp Freedom
Steering Committee and was witness to the successes of Camp Freedom with respect to both
program growth and financial backing (currently an endowment of several million dollars from
organizational and individual monetary donations).

The arrangement between the Middle Atlantic Camp and Camp Freedom is working out
well. Camp Freedom employs administrators who carry the bulk of the workload when it comes
to financial accounting and the challenging tasks associated with populating each camp with staff
and children. And, the Middle Atlantic Camp maintains its personality, so to speak, with
autonomy in program planning and a heavy hand in the staff recruitment process. To clarify, all
staff applications are sent to the Camp Freedom office where one of the two administrators
employed by the organization conduct initial screenings, including criminal background checks.
Applications are then matched with a camp program, usually the one that requires the least
amount of travel in an effort to reduce the costs of airfare, and forwarded to the appropriate camp
director for final processing. In March 2010, I participated in this final stage of the recruitment
process for the Middle Atlantic Camp with Walz.

We first categorized the applications as follows: Adults with skin disorders, medical
personnel (i.e. physicians, residents, medical students and nurses), non-medical applicants, and
potential junior counselors (ages sixteen and seventeen years). Priority staff placement is given
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to people with skin disorders, followed by those with medical backgrounds, and then all other
individuals (these are largely college students). Only teens with skin disorders are appointed
junior counselors, after a two-year hiatus from camp. Typically, junior counselors are previous
campers. As campers graduate from the Middle Atlantic Camp at the age of thirteen years, Walz
feels that the “two-years-off policy” allows for adequate maturation and eases the transition from
the role of camper to junior counselor.

As the Middle Atlantic Camp is looking forward to its fifteenth anniversary, for the last
several years the trend has been to welcome back previous campers to fill the junior counselor
positions. Actually, there are several senior counselors (ages eighteen years plus) who started out
as campers. We review the applications which provide demographics and information about
what position the individual desires, special skills or training, past experience working with
children, past criminal history, a list of references, and a signed agreement regarding the
potential candidate’s participation in mandatory training and consent to contact their listed
personal references. Each applicant is required to submit a letter of reference along with the
application. Assuming everything checks out—a Camp Freedom administrator checks references
and criminal backgrounds—the applicants are assigned positions. These include roles in the
“med shed,” as part of the activities team, and as counselors.

Walz informs me that once reference and background checks are deemed satisfactory,
letters of acceptance are mailed to all new and returning staff. This correspondence provides
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such information as the details surrounding air or automobile travel, as well as an Internet
address to access required online training, the first step of the staff orientation program. Another
mailing is sent a month or so prior to camp that generally includes lists of staff and campers, a
packing list, and a manual containing job descriptions, both the facility’s and Camp Freedom’s
rules and regulations, and guidelines for potential emergencies.

Walz tells me, “It wasn’t always this easy.” During the early years, prior to joining with
Camp Freedom, staff recruitment for the Middle Atlantic Camp was largely accomplished
through word-of-mouth approach, and Walz spent “too many hours to count” processing
applications, including reference and background checks now done by a Camp Freedom
administrator.

It is necessary to clarify that although the onus of camper and staff recruitment processes
falls on each camp’s directors, there are wonderful folks who provide tremendous assistance with
the detailed-oriented and time-consuming task completion. I had the opportunity to see this team
in action during a short visit with Walz in the dermatology department, and I was amazed at how
several people in his clinic fielded camp-related phone calls. Walz vehemently expresses his
gratitude for Kelly, his long-time coworker and friend, whose “extraordinary communication and
organizational skills account for a great deal of camp’s success.”
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The recreational facility for the Middle Atlantic program is Camp Majestic which is
located in a lush, green, mountainous setting and, according to the organization’s brochure, is
said to have been “built with love” and boasts it is “a special camp for special kids.” Camp
Majestic was conceived by the parents of a child who required a liver transplant as a toddler.
Knowing they could not send their child to a “normal” children’s camp, they donated 35 acres of
their own land to create a children’s special needs camp that allows total access to all buildings
and recreational centers. All of the materials and labor have been, and still are, donated by local
clubs and individuals. Grants, monetary donations, and gifts-in-kind allow for expansion and
renovations.

Currently the site has grown to 120 acres, including a wooded tenting area for the
children to experience a more primitive camping experience. Easily accessed by paved walking
paths, there are twelve cabins that can accommodate more than one hundred and eighty people, a
large center containing two mess (dining) halls, a swimming pool complete with an accessible
ramp, a pond for fishing and non-motor boating, pavilions for outdoor arts and crafts activities
and get-togethers, a ropes course, state-of-the-art climbing wall, archery range, basketball and
volleyball courts, an outdoor stage, and a chapel. The most significant amenity, however, is the
“med shed,” a clinic of sorts.

Although there is comfort in the knowledge that there is an oft recognized health system
that includes a large, awarding winning children’s hospital and trauma center located only
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several miles from the camp, it is indeed the “med shed” that makes it possible for children with
various severe and chronic diseases to attend a week-long, overnight camp, and parents’
anxieties are alleviated knowing that specialized medical care (including dermatologists and
pediatricians) is available for their child on site and round the clock. The “med shed” is a rather
large, standalone structure that houses a common area where physicians and nurses spend most
of their time attending to the needs of the entire camp population. They are the keepers of
medical records and medications, and dispensers of bandages, cold packs, and hugs—lots of
hugs. One of the few air-conditioned buildings, the “med shed” is often visited by those looking
for respite from the August heat, an important convenience for those with skin disorders that
hinder the body’s ability to sweat or naturally cool down.

Beyond the common area, there is a well-equipped examination room, four inpatient-like
rooms that each have two hospital beds, two full bathrooms used heavily for campers and staff
who require daily tub soaks, laundry facilities, three bedrooms for the “med shed” staff, a
kitchenette, a small office for camp program directors, and a locked room for medical supplies
and medications. The Middle Atlantic camp always staffs the “med shed” with physicians and
nurses who specialize in pediatrics and dermatology. Their jobs are exhausting and yet there is a
high rate of return for this particular voluntary staff, most having served more than five years
with the program. In fact, there is never a shortage of medical assistance as much of the
counselor and activity staffs consist of physicians, nurses, residents, and medical students.
However, those particular volunteers are asked to shed their medical identities for the week and
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focus their energies on making sure they and their assigned campers are enjoying the program’s
recreational activities.

The autonomy afforded with respect to the Middle Atlantic Camp, which I alluded to
earlier, is the ability to pick and choose the activities for the week. Unlike the other three camps,
the Middle Atlantic Camp program provides all of its own staff volunteers, meaning the site does
not provide an employee base that stays throughout the summer running the activities for each
special needs camp. (However, the life guards, kitchen staff, and rock climbing wall staff are
employed by Camp Majestic.) Therefore, aside from depending on volunteer directors, medical
professionals for the “med shed,” and counselors, an additional twenty-five or more volunteers
spend the week preparing and executing all of the activities. And there are several volunteers
who spend a great deal of time throughout the year planning and preparing. For example, several
of Walz’s coworkers collect and organize applications and evaluations, and assist with and
organize the travel arrangements of staff and campers who arrive by plane. When camp time
arrives, many of these volunteers ride the chartered busses and vans to the airport (four hours
round trip) to meet arriving staff and children and assure they get to the camp facility safe and
happy.
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U.S. Heartland Teen Camp

By 1999, a couple of issues had arisen. First, the U.S. Heartland Junior and Middle
Atlantic Camps were quickly filling to capacity, and it became necessary to turn potential
campers and volunteer staff away. Second, no one could have anticipated just how important—
“life changing,” in the words of an adult counselor with severe psoriasis—the camp experience
was to the majority of the individuals who had attended, including the children and adult
volunteer staff ,whether they carried a diagnosis of a skin disorder or not. Having gone to the
U.S. Heartland Junior Camp for two years as a child and now serving as a counselor, Anita, a
twenty-one-year-old female with alopecia totalis (loss of all scalp hair) remarked,

It was very cool to meet people like me, and I made a lot of friends. It was
never easy for me to make friends at school, but it was a camp. Gosh, it’s been
years, and I’m still close with two girls I met there. It was hard saying goodbye
the year I was twelve, thinking I might not ever see my friends again. We vowed to
come back as counselors when we turned eighteen.

At about the same time when the members of the Camp Freedom Steering Committee
began voicing their concerns with respect to an inability to host more campers, dermatologist
Dr. Jessica Grayson, who volunteered at both the U.S. Heartland Junior and Middle Atlantic
Camps, stepped up and expressed a desire to “add another week of camp.” Soon thereafter
Grayson, with the blessing of the Camp Freedom Steering Committee, became the first director
of the U.S. Heartland Teen Camp for children ages thirteen to sixteen years. By the time I arrived
to do my research in July of 2009, this camp, too, was bursting at its seams.
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From my camp director’s perspective, I recall Grayson as a sincerely warm individual
who has an amazing ability to quickly and easily create special bonds with those in her charge.
She would listen intently to her campers and attend to each of their needs as much as possible. I
was told that her U.S. Heartland Junior Campers tore at her heart strings while sharing their
sadness of “aging out.” Imagine the reactions of the graduating campers upon hearing they could
return to Camp Evergreen the following year to attend the new teen camp.

Southern Camp

By the time the Camp Freedom reached its ten-year anniversary, its programs had run out
of space and could not accommodate everyone who wanted to attend. Just at this time, two
dermatologists, Drs. Elaine Jacobs and Michael Myers, approached the Camp Freedom Steering
Committee about their interest in opening up a camp in the Deep South. Their aims were similar
to those of Camp Freedom: "It's a time for the kids to be happy, and have fun," Jacobs is quoted
as saying in a newsletter where she works, adding, and “They [campers with skin disorders]
shouldn’t feel like they are being studied or treated Jacobs and Myers got the go ahead, and in
August of 2007, they welcomed fifty campers, ages nine to fifteen years, to Southern Camp. By
2009 the camper count was more than eighty.
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Southern Camp is held at The Ranch, a “barrier-free” facility designed specifically for
people with special needs and their families. Similar to the Middle Atlantic Camp’s history, a
father of a son battling cancer wanted his child to experience the joys of camping like other kids
his age, but finding a program that addressed his son’s needs was difficult. After his son passed
away, he made it a priority to make sure other children with special needs had an opportunity to
attend summer camp. In 1993 he and two physicians initiated the process of building such a
camp, beginning with a “wish list” to meet the needs of their anticipated guests. Monetary and
gift-in-kind donations poured in, and The Ranch opened its two-hundred and six acre facility in
1998. The site is open year round and hosts more than fifty user groups.

When I arrived on a Friday in August of 2009, I was truly impressed by the size and
amenities the camp facility has to offer. I gathered with the rest of the volunteer staff in the
dining hall for dinner followed by introductions and training by the staffs of Southern Camp and
The Ranch. The children would arrive the following day and, after settling into their assigned
cabins, jump right into activities.

As I alluded to earlier in this chapter, each of Camp Freedom’s programs vary in
personality, and Southern Camp is no exception. The first attribute of this camp I noticed was the
weather. As the camp is located in the Deep South of the United States, I expected high
temperatures, but nothing prepared me for the daily heat index consistently above 100 degrees
Fahrenheit. “It’s kind of nuts having a skin disorders camp here in the middle of August,”
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Grayson remarked during one of our casual conversations, adding, “We’re very fortunate though
to have a this place [The Ranch] where all of the buildings have air conditioning.”

Figure 2. Aerial view of The Ranch taken from facility’s brochure.

Clearly, high temperatures and the strong effects of the sun are concerns for all of Camp
Freedom’s programs, but there is added concern for Southern Camp as there are several children
with xeroderma pigmentosa (XP), a skin disorder in which there is an inability to repair damage
from ultraviolet light. When I was initially made aware that there would be campers with XP at
camp, I visualized a group of children participating in the outdoor activities literally covered
head to toe with specialized clothing to block out the sun’s harmful rays. Unique to this camp,
however, was the capability of providing an “indoor track” activity program during daylight
hours. And so as not to exclude the children from outdoor activities, accommodations were made
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to let them participate in many of the events after sundown (i.e. horseback riding and
swimming).

Another trait unique to Southern Camp was that there were two other camp programs for
children with diseases and disabilities at The Ranch at the same time. This is feasible because of
the generous accommodations available:

The camp site features more than 100,000 square feet of facilities, two
stocked lakes, two miles of nature trails, several aviaries, and even a
huge, wheelchair-accessible tree house capable of accommodating up to twelve
campers…The camp includes a new, state-of-the-art equestrian center and a
small animal farm. The equestrian program provides recreational, educational,
and therapeutic benefits for people of all abilities by encouraging them to mount,
ride, and care for horses — thus promoting independence, self-esteem, and
improved physical ability. The small animal farm allows campers to enjoy a
variety of animals, including miniature goats, donkeys, chickens, turkeys, rabbits,
and ducks. The area will soon include a hatchery, a beehive observatory, and a
working windmill. Gently sloping concrete walkways link all the facilities at the
camp and maximize mobility for those in wheelchairs. (Rush 2010)

Each of the three programs at The Ranch during that particular week in August 2009 did,
however, have individual activity schedules. This makes sense in that it provides order, and each
program’s needs differed. For example, one of the other programs there was for children with
kidney disease who appeared to range in age from six to twelve years, so recreational events
were tailored to meet their needs with respect to age appropriateness and physical limitations due
to severe and chronic kidney disease. The three programs were also separated geographically,
assigned to sets of cabins at various locations on the site. The only time all of the groups came
together was for meals.
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It is difficult to fathom the logistics of managing three rather large camp programs
simultaneously, but The Ranch employs dozens of counselors who ensure success. Southern
Camp divides their population of campers and volunteer counselors into several groups and,
similar to the U.S. Heartland Junior and Teen camps, The Ranch provides one of their counselors
throughout the week for each of these subgroups. The Ranch counselors are responsible for
getting their groups to and from events, leading many of the activities, and assuring their charges
are safe and happy. Many of the Southern Camp’s activities are similar to the other Camp
Freedom programs, but The Ranch is distinctive for its extremely high zip lines, an equestrian
barn that offers on-site horseback riding, an animal farm, and rodeo performances.

Summary

As the reader may surmise, the opportunities to experience recreational activities usually
associated with mainstream camps are plentiful. By all outward appearances, the “barrier-free”
facilities and their well-trained staffs provide programs in which people with disabilities
experience increased independence with respect to navigating the topography and access to
buildings, as well as participating in activities they may never attempt in a mainstream setting
(i.e. horseback riding, rock climbing, and zip lines).
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It is commendable that specialized camp programs for people with diseases and
disabilities have exponentially increased in numbers in the United States over the past two
decades. All of the adults with skin disorders who participated in my research remark as to how
important the Camp Freedom program is to them. Of these research participants (those over the
age of thirty years), comments abound regarding the absence of a specialized camp for people
with skin disorders during their youth, and many of their thoughts are expressed in the personal
narratives shared in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3.
NARRATIVES OF PEOPLE WITH SEVERE AND CHRONIC SKIN DISORDERS

The bulk of this chapter consists of the narratives of several adults with severe and
chronic skin disorders surrounding their experiences of social exclusion and stigmatization in
mainstream society. These narratives also provide insight as to whether Camp Freedom’s
programs are socially inclusive. The following subsection reflects the current discourse on the
concept of social inclusion as it concerns people with disabilities.

Social Inclusion

It became apparent early on during the literature review process of my research that most
of the anthropological and disability studies’ scholarship surrounding topics of social exclusion
and progress on inclusive programs for individuals with disabilities focused on housing,
educational, and workplace settings. For the purposes of my research, I collected narratives of
adults with severe skin disorders regarding their experiences of stigmatization and thoughts
concerning social inclusion in two settings, the specialized camp and mainstream societies.
Before sharing these narratives, it is important to understand the concept of social inclusion.

According to the late Shafik Asante, father of a child with a disability, advocate for
community inclusion of persons with disabilities, and Founder of the New African Voices
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Alliance and The Community Awareness Network in Philadelphia whose mission is activism
against injustices perpetrated against the African American community:
Inclusion is recognizing our universal 'oneness' and interdependence.
Inclusion is recognizing that we are 'one' even though we are not the 'same'…the
act of inclusion means fighting against exclusion and all of the social diseases
exclusion gives birth to. (Asante 1995).

I find Asante's definition of inclusion important but partial in terms of the issues that need
to be addressed. Initially he is saying that we need to see each other’s universal humanness and
need each other in order to survive. It is also important, I would additionally argue, to realize we
are all individuals with individual needs, which is what is necessary in order to allow everyone to
be a part of everything regardless of our differences. Further, everyone is entitled to supports,
perhaps some more than others, and all supports should be made available.

Taken in the literal sense, I think Asante means that people with disabilities should be
included in all of life's activities, even if it means they need extraordinary measures to assure
their social inclusion. Interestingly, many of the adults with skin disorders I interviewed echo
similar thought processes. However, all of them expressed support for Camp Freedom’s
commitment to being a place that celebrates their particular form of difference. “I didn’t have a
camp to go to when I was a kid. I couldn’t go to the ‘normal’ camps because of the daily medical
care I needed, like dressing changes that could take hours,” offers Benny, a forty-two-year-old,
white male with epidermolysis bullosa (EB), a disorder characterized by fragility of the skin and
friction often results in blistering. He adds, “It’s so important for people to spend time with
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others like them, especially if we are sharing a rare, genetic disorder; you can’t get that at a
regular camp.”

What would it take for a person with a severe skin disorder to have a successful inclusive
experience at a camp designed to serve the able-bodied, mainstream population? Obviously, a
whole lot of education about skin diseases and inclusion for campers and staff would need to
take place. Also, medical staff well versed in the treatment of such diseases would need to be in
attendance. Activities would have to be flexible to assure there is not too much sun exposure,
excessive heat, or rough-housing. After all, would it be fair to schedule a rock climb, white
water raft adventure, or mountain hike if all of the campers cannot participate? In addition, a
special insurance rider may be indicated, and wheelchair or scooter access to all buildings and
outdoor activities may be necessary if warranted by the individual’s disability.

It is likely the costs, financial and emotional, of including people with severe disabilities
into a mainstream camp are too great. It would take a larger pool of funds to pay for medical
services, equipment, and personnel. More importantly, however, forcing a child with a disability
to stay behind or participate in an alternate activity is actually exclusive. And, limiting a nondisabled child’s recreational activities does not seem fair either, which I think adds to the
stigmatization and oppression of people with disabilities. Perhaps segregated programs are
sometimes necessary, as is often the case in mainstream culture.
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For example, Asante's New African Voices Alliance membership is comprised of African
American community organizers whose mission is activism against African American
community injustices. Other examples include the Girls Scouts of America whose membership is
strictly for females to develop "strong leadership and decision-making skills" to produce "leaders
for tomorrow" (www.girlscouts.org). If membership were to include boys, changes to
organizational structure and mission would be significant. Alcoholics Anonymous would not
have the same effect on recovering alcoholics if its membership included people who never had
an alcoholic drink in their lives. Sometimes we need to be part of a group who shares
similarities. We need solidarity (Wever-Rabehl 2006), and camp programs created especially for
people who share certain disabilities and disorders provide just that as evidenced by prior
research done at a specialized camp.

In 1986 Distinguished Anthropologist Dr. Myra Bluebond-Langer of Rutgers University
and a team of medical and anthropology student personnel conducted a two-year study of Camp
Can-Do, a one-week camp for children with cancer. Bluebond-Langner found that this camp
program provided an opportunity for the children to interact with peers on an informal and
reactional basis. No formal instruction or support groups about cancer and its treatment were
offered. The study was designed to determine whether cancer and its treatment were discussed
informally among children and, if so, how these interactions affected the children's knowledge
and understanding of cancer.

Through the typical sociocultural anthropology methodology of participant-observation
and open-ended structured interviews with parents, children, and staff before, during, and after
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camp, the research team found a significant increase in the amount of knowledge about cancer
among the children post camp. It was discovered that the children informally and freely
exchanged information about cancer and its treatment, information not readily made available to
them by their parents and medical practitioners. The children wanted to know about their disease
and sought out the information in the camp community. Ultimately, in the words of BluebondLangner et al, the results "suggest that increased knowledge may aid toward better adjustment.
We conclude that special camps for children with cancer can contribute to the children's
acquisition and assimilation of information about cancer and its treatment" (1990:212-213).
Although my own research focuses on the adults attending a specialized camp, my findings
concur with Bluebond-Langner's results.

Camp Freedom offers a community for shared information among its population of
children and adults with similar life experiences resulting from their skin disorders. Solidarity is
achieved as there is no fear of exclusion from activities. What one does find is that there is a
trained staff, including some adults with skin disorders, that knows how to be sensitive to the
campers' physical and emotional needs. There are peers who offer support in the form of
friendship, encouragement, and shared communication about living with a skin disorder.
Although the camp program appears to mirror perfection, it is not without its problems,
especially when it comes to differences among the campers' skin disorders.

Stigmatization, I argue, exists even within the program's population. One observant
journalist noticed on the first day of camp in 1998,
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...many of these children would not feel at home in other camps. Some are
swathed in bandages. Other kids are completely bald. Some walk with short,
painful steps; a handful are in wheelchairs. And most of them have some kind of
rash, inflammation or growth on their skin. This is the tie that binds them and
what makes [Camp Freedom] unique. Preston 1999
It is important to point out that this "tie that binds" is developed during the week of camp, not
instantaneously.

Because of stigmatization, people with severe and phenotypically apparent skin disorders
often feel excluded by the “group,” and humans need and depend on being part of the “group”
(Wever-Rabehl 2006). In Selections from Stigma, Erving Goffman says, "Social settings
establish the categories of persons likely to be encountered there" (1963:203). The people who
attend a Camp Freedom program know in advance that they are going to a place where they will
encounter other people with skin disorders, but for first-timers it is their introduction to a host of
disorders of which they have never heard. Imagine the individual with alopecia vulgaris
(complete lack of body hair) who arrives at camp and is greeted by someone with epidermolysis
bullosa (a rare disorder mainly characterized by such fragile skin that light friction causes
blistering) who is wrapped almost wholly in white bandages and another with severe ichthyosis
(a disorder characterized by the inability to sweat and extremely rapid skin growth, resulting in
thick, scaly skin), and yet another who also has alopecia vulgaris. This newly arriving individual
almost seems to naturally gravitate toward the person with the same skin disorder that they
themselves have. Year after year, I have watched the campers arrive and split up into small
groups according to skin disorder. However, two to three days later, once the campers have been
socialized by spending time together in group activities and shared cabin space, new groups form
representing a mix of skin disorders. The socialization process of the camper population is
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informal. No formal medical education is provided to the campers. Although the counselors do
receive inquiries, the campers typically learn about various skin disorders through conversations
with other campers.

Once stigma breaks down, the campers' fear of being socially intimate lessens. I have
observed the shedding of wigs and opting for shorts instead of long pants, as kids abandon the
wish to conceal their skin. I have watched people who would have never entered a school talent
show take the stage at camp and perform a solo while their fellow campers loudly cheered them
on, even when the performance was not the best. I have seen romances form among this
population who admittedly experience difficulty developing intimate, romantic relationships in
mainstream culture. In fact, every interviewed research participant provided similar observations
and, many times, personal recollections of their own new experiences at camp.

Personal Narratives of Adults with Skin Disorders

The goal of the interviews conducted with the adults with skin disorders was to elicit
personal stories of stigmatization and social inclusion or exclusion in “mainstream” and
specialized camp settings created for children with severe and chronic skin disorders. Some of
the participants actually attended Camp Freedom as children and now volunteer as adult staff,
while others have never attended an overnight camp program as youths, and the narratives reflect
the relevance of having or without having had this experience. Additionally, I asked if their
attendance at a camp led primarily by medical professionals had affected their views of and
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relationships with clinical staff. At the conclusion of each interview, I gave each participant an
opportunity to voice a message “to the rest of the world” about skin disorders and stigmatization.
A table on the following page provides the reader with a list of adults with skin disorders and
their social markers who are included in this ethnography.
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NAME

AGE GENDER RACE SKIN DISORDER

OCCUPATION

Murphy 42

Female

White

Lamellar Ichthyosis

Disabled

Taylor

35

Female

White

Psoriasis

Social Services

Benny

42

Male

White

Recessive Dystrophic

Retired

Epidermylosis Bullosa
Mary

19

Female

White

Epidermylosis Bullosa

Student

Jerry

24

Male

White

Acanthosis Nigricans

Hospital Volunteer

and Psoriasis

Plans to attend graduate
School for MA in
psychology

Dan

23

Male

White

Alopecia areata vulgaris

Hospital Aide

Ted

23

Male

Black

Epidermolytic
Hyperkeratosis

Laborer

Kelsey

27

Female

White

Lamellar Ichthyosis

International Service
Volunteer

Helena

23

Female

Black

Recessive Dystrophic

Disabled

Epidermylosis Bullosa
Riley

31

Female

White

Recessive Dystrophic

Entertainer

Epidermylosis Bullosa
Gaege

31

Male

White

Hypohydrotic Ectodermal
Dysplasia

Pharmaceuticals

Anita

21

Female

Latina

Epidermolytic
Hyperkeratosis

Student

Diego

25

Male

Latino Lamellar Ichthyosis

Service Volunteer

Table 1. Table of adults with skin disorders and their social markers whose interview
contributions are included in this ethnography.
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It is a difficult task attempting to put these narratives in any sort of order. While I do note
potential social markers (for example, race, social class, age, and gender) that may increase the
incidence of stigmatization and exclusion, age, gender, and severity of skin disorder in particular
are traits that appear to explain differences in levels and types of experiences. For example,
Murphy, a 42-year-old white female, is well aware that people with disabilities have historically
been viewed as “freaks” in the United States (we spent the better part of an hour talking about
this). Interestingly, not one research participant under the age of 30 years made mention of the
horrific “freak show” era and were taken aback when provided a bit a history on that era (i.e.
employed by carnivals as an “elephant man,” “world’s smallest person,” and “the bearded lady”).

Gender, however, does not discriminate when it comes to age, but the women generally
spent the majority of their interviews relaying stories of how people mistreat them based on their
appearance and speak of issues surrounding romantic relationships. Two of the women with
diagnoses of ichthyosis poke of their displeasure regarding how the media portrays unrealistic
standards of beauty. While watching television one evening in my home, Murphy adamantly
proclaimed her dislike for certain advertisements, “I hate these commercials about creams and
lotions that promise to get rid of wrinkles and make you years younger…like I need more
attention to my skin!”

Murphy and I have spent a great deal of time together, and she is one of my dearest
friends. We first met in 1996 at the Middle Atlantic Camp where she was a counselor. Over the
years our relationship blossomed to one of love and trust, so much so that Murphy has shared
with me a wealth of stories about her experiences of stigmatization during her lifetime, and
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encouraged and inspired me to do my research about people with severe and chronic skin
disorders. Murphy is my key informant and is very generous in providing me with information.
During the research project and writing process, she often called or e-mailed to provide
additional data as memories surfaced or as she encountered new experiences. Murphy also sent
research-relevant materials to me. Her interest and enthusiasm serve as the overarching
inspiration to see this research project through. Later in this chapter, I include her very personal
narrative in which she discloses how being a woman with a severe skin disorder led to a
diagnosis of severe depression in her mid-thirties for which she continues to receive intensive
therapeutic and medicinal treatments.

Gender, Disability, and Skin Disorders

Many parallels exist between the social meanings attributed to female bodies and
those assigned to disabled bodies. Both the female and the disabled body are cast
within cultural discourse as deviant and inferior; both are excluded from full
participation in public as well as economic life; both are defined in opposition to
a valued norm which is assumed to possess natural corporeal superiority.
--Rosemarie Garland Thomson, 1997

Garland-Thomson is a “person with a disability.” I emphasize “person with a disability”
because it is important to acknowledge an individual primarily as a human being. Unfortunately,
it is not uncommon to hear people refer to a person with a disability as a “disabled person,”
essentially recognizing the disability first. Garland-Thomson is also a “woman with a
disability”—a double-whammy, if you will, with respect to bodily deviance and inferiority.
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Several of my research participants are socially marked by the same criteria as GarlandThomson. The following personal stories of Taylor and Murphy solidify the stigmatization
associated with bodily deviance and inferiority.

Taylor

Taylor is a thirty-five-year-old female with a life-long history of chronic and severe
outbreaks of psoriasis, which, as noted earlier, is a disease typically characterized by patches of
dry, flaky, discolored skin. Her initial involvement with camps for children with severe and
chronic skin disorders began with the Middle Atlantic Camp in 1996 as a counselor where she
later became a director in 2002. She is the only other person, besides me, to attend all four
camps. Taylor’s interest was to meet others with psoriasis but she now enjoys being a mentor
and resource for others with the psoriasis as “I empathize with them when it comes to the
cruelties experienced in society.” She also states, “At camp we help each other out, like talking
about treatment options.”

“Today, kids have better treatment options than I did when I was young,” Taylor
continues. “I was covered with patches and never wore shorts. Because of the stigma, I was
constantly aware of my image. So, I covered up everything I could. Even today I can’t fully put
my guard down, even at camp; like, I wear long sleeves. I have worn capris but not shorts.”
When asked why, Taylor relays the discomfort she felt as a child when people would stare at her,
whisper, or when parents would pull their children closer. “We [she and her family] handled it by
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educating people about psoriasis when they [would] listen and [assuring] them it was not
contagious.” Taylor goes on, “I enjoyed going to the pool or the beach, but I had a love-hate
relationship with those visits because I knew what was coming.”

As do many young adults in college, Taylor needed a job to offset the costs of tuition. “I
took a job as a cocktail waitress and had to wear shorts and a skimpy top for work. Of course,
people would stare, and I wasn’t surprised when my manager told me that customers were
complaining about my skin. I wasn’t fired though, but I was told to wear long sleeves and pants
to work. I was young then and it never occurred to me that this was discrimination—I’m pretty
sure it was illegal.”

Taylor assures me that she has “so many stories, it could take weeks for me to tell you,
but I think what was most difficult is that I didn’t know anybody else with severe psoriasis. I
wish there was a camp when I was younger; I mean it’s the one week out of a kid’s life when
they can be normal.”

Taylor enjoys reconnecting with returning staff and campers each summer as well as
making friends with the new arrivals. One way she builds these relationships at camp is by
offering an informal support group for the girls who share her diagnosis of psoriasis. “We mostly
talk about what a great time we are all having at camp, but sometimes they tell me stories about
how people treat them because of their skin. Then the group usually talks about how they handle
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these situations. Sometimes we talk about the treatments we use for psoriasis. In fact, camp was
the first place I heard about biologics.” Biologics refers to a relatively new treatment for
psoriasis and associated arthritis. Whereas an earlier generation of treatments affect the entire
immune system, biologics “target specific parts of the immune system” (National Psoriasis
Foundation 2011). Taylor indicates to me that these biologics, delivered intravenously or by
injection, are much more successful than traditional treatments for psoriasis. Taylor clarifies,
“Only one girl was on biologics at that time, which was a couple of years ago, but now there are
several of us on them because of this shared information.”

The exchange of treatment information and sharing of personal experiences are not
uncommon practices at camp. Neither is the admission of wanting to go to camp to meet others
with the same disease but for many, they get more than what they bargained for. “No one can
prepare you for seeing the kids at camp for the very first time. I didn’t know about other skin
diseases and thought I had it pretty bad.” Taylor is speaking of an experience most people have
who are attending camp for the first time. Her testimony matched my own experience attending
camp for the first time. I confessed to Taylor that on my first night, when finally alone, I cried
thinking about what some of the children had to endure in their lives. “I know,” says Taylor, “I
did the same thing. I thought I had it bad, but my life is nothing compared to what the EB kids go
through.” During my fieldwork, I actually witnessed two new counselors reacting similarly with
tears, one of whom persisted in saying he needed to go home because she did not think she could
“pull it together.” Like Taylor and I, the new counselor made it through her first week, even
vowing to return the following year.
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I cannot speak for Taylor and others, but I think the initial crying bouts begin the process
of seeing those with skin disorders as “real people,” just like mainstream folks. “We get to know
a lot about these kids—their families, friends, school—and you don’t see their skin disorder first
anymore, explains Taylor, adding “I’d like to see more people from mainstream society
incorporated into these camps so they can become more understanding.” I think of the irony of
that statement. Although Taylor has a skin disorder, becoming more understanding of how
others with different, perhaps more severe, skin disorders than her own experience life is exactly
what she takes from her own interactions at camp.

Taylor also thinks the mix of adults with skin disorders and medical professionals as staff
is important “because the med people get the chance to see what those of us with skin disorders
go through.” However, she admits feeling animosity about some of the medical professionals
during her first few years as a counselor. “It felt like med people versus us [those with skin
disorders]. I would get so mad when the residents and med students got their textbooks out.
Sometimes they would diagnose and give treatment options and that’s not what camp is about.”
Taylor recalls one particular incident when “a child was being bribed with candy by a med
person who wanted photos of the child’s skin in exchange!” This incident is clearly an example
of highly unethical behavior, especially as it originated from a medical student or resident. In
Chapter Four, I discuss a policy put in place by Camp Freedom to prevent these types of
incidents.
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Taylor’s recollection of “textbooks” coming out is well founded. During the first two
years of the Middle Atlantic Camp, the residents, with medical books in tow, would gather late at
night in the dining hall for academic discussions on the skin disorders they were observing at
camp. Considering the rarity of the skin disorders represented at camp and that for many of the
residents it was the first time observing these disorders outside of a textbook, their late night
meetings are almost understandable. However, once the discomfort this practice caused
nonmedical staff was brought to the attention of the director staff, the meetings were stopped. In
fact, a letter sent to staff a few weeks before camp requests that textbooks be left at home and
asks instead to “bring your energy.”

“Once in a while it still happens,” Taylor says, “when a counselor who is a med person
talks to a camper to get information about that kid’s skin disorder. This can become a real
problem when a counselor with a skin disorder sees this happening.” Taylor indicates that it is
this type of scenario that can, and does to varying extents, cause a divide between the counselors
with skin disorders and counselors with a medical background. As a counselor in her first few
years at camp she reports a strong feeling of needing to be “protective of the kids” and getting
“so mad.” Now a director and in her fourteenth year at camp in 2009, she views the medical
people differently. “I got to know them as individuals, not just some medical person. Now I am a
teacher to them, giving them the real life stuff that goes on with people who have skin
disorders.”
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Essentially, Taylor does not mind answering questions about her skin disorder, whether at
camp or in a mainstream setting. She does, however, think it is inappropriate for the medical
personnel at camp to ask and evaluate the children with skin disorders for their own academic
growth. In fact, when developing the mission statement for the Middle Atlantic Camp, it was
decided by the steering committee members that the main goal of the program was but to provide
a safe, recreational experience similar to that of mainstream camps for children that focused on
fun, social acceptance and support—not the skin disorders. To my knowledge, none of the Camp
Freedom programs provide formal emotional or psychological therapeutic treatments. Only
necessary daily and emergency medical treatment is practiced.

To conclude my interview with Taylor, I asked what she thinks is the most important
message I can communicate to the mainstream population through my research. Her response is
quick and confident, “Education is the key to change how people treat other people. Instead of
staring and whispering, people should ask someone about their skin disorder or whatever
disability a person has.”

Murphy

Murphy, my friend and key informant alluded to at the beginning of the chapter, is a 42year-old, white female who was born a collodion baby, characterized by a “parchment-like
covering of the entire skin surface that cracks before or shortly after birth and then peels off in 2-
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4 weeks” ( www.firstskinfoundation.org 2010), indicative of severe lamellar ichthyosis8.
Phenotypically, Murphy’s chronic overgrowth of skin is often leads people to think she is a burn
victim. She also lacks scalp hair, has thickening of the nail beds, and inverted eyelids. Murphy
spends a great deal of time caring for her dry, cracking skin with creams and ointments, and she
is concerned about the possibility of a future hearing deficit as overgrowth of skin occurs in the
ear canals. Only recently has the wig that covered her scalp most of her life been put into storage,
and Murphy indicates that resulted in her gaining self-confidence from her many years of
attendance at camp.

She also credits her rise in confidence to a supportive family. She remembers her parents’
battle to totally immerse Murphy into mainstream culture, for example, sending her to public
schools. It is important to note that Murphy does not carry any diagnoses of developmental
disorders. Therefore, academically her socialization into a mainstream classroom was a good fit.
On the other hand, Murphy recalls the cruelty of the other children poking fun at her outward
appearance and shunning her involvement in everyday play activities. Unfortunately, Murphy
still experiences this exclusion in her adult life. In fact, the only time Murphy feels “totally
comfortable” is the one week out of the year when she attends camp. For her, the stigmatization
of having an overt, severe skin disorder occurs often in mainstream society.

8

Lamellar ichthyosis is one of the more severe types of ichthyosis, the symptoms of which included

“generalized flat, polygonal, dark, often large (>1cm) scales; palms and soles usually thickened; variable redness
under scales; ectropion usually present; hair: no shaft abnormalities; may become sparse; nails: usually normal; may
become dystrophic.” http://www.firstskinfoundation.org
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Since her early thirties, Murphy sometimes feels suicidal and suffers with major
depression from her lack of social acceptance into mainstream culture. “If it were not for camp,”
Murphy confides, "I wouldn't be here doing an interview with you right now." I asked her to tell
me about what it was like growing up with a socially stigmatizing skin disorder, and she offered:

I had gone down to the store with my friend Karen. We walked in the
store, and as soon as we walked in the security guard went up to my friend Karen
and asked if she was with me, and she had said yes. The security guard said,
“People like her can’t shop here.” My friend obviously started going off on him.
I kind of stood back because I guess I was just so embarrassed. I was, like, trying
to figure this all out, like what’s going on. And, I thought my friend can’t take all
the heat, so I had a few words to say, too. He called another security guard
down, and this security guard, that guy, said that we could stay there. As much as
I wanted just to leave because I was so humiliated, I purposely stayed there and
bought something because I just wanted to get that guy.

Murphy empathizes with the young campers when they willfully share their unwelcomed
experiences. She recalls a childhood memory:

When I was younger I used to play volleyball in junior high, and I got a
trophy for it. Then when I went to high school, you know a lot of the kids that
were on the volleyball team I was on, were on the team for high school but I
didn’t make that team. So I figured they (coaches) just gave me the trophy in
junior high…you know what I’m saying…to encourage me, whatever; I don’t
know. I really feel like when that (not making the team) happened in high school,
I didn’t deserve that trophy… I felt like it was given to me because they felt sorry
for me, or whatever, so that was difficult.

This particular story Murphy shares resounded loudly in both my head and heart when
Walz and I presented several volunteer staff members with jackets in recognition of their
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extensive service to camp. As one may expect, most recipients responded with hugs and a “thank
you,” but not Murphy. Taking the jacket personalized with her name and the Middle Atlantic
Camp logo, she excitedly exclaimed, “I never in my life had a team jacket with my name on it,
and I always wanted one!” Thankfully, Murphy immediately followed her statement with a
strong and long hug, during which I fought back the tears welling in my eyes upon realizing the
magnitude of this particular gift-giving incident. Indeed, Murphy has a knack for bringing me to
tears. Actually, we both openly cried when she shared with me rather sensitive details of a low
point in her life:

Now that year [when she was thirty-four years old] was very difficult. I
was actually hospitalized for depression three times for a total of five to six
weeks. I was very suicidal this year, and I know a lot had to do with my skin. You
know, my friends are getting married and some are having kids. I'm not married
and probably never will be. And, I can’t have kids because of the side effects of
being on some pretty strong medications over the years for my ichthyosis. You
know, it's just a lot of things from the past that I haven't dealt with that have been
coming up. That's why I said earlier that camp is what got me through this
year. It really did, because all I tried to think about was camp...and just thinking
about camp and stuff, that’s what helped me make it through the year. To be
honest with you, I think if there wasn’t a camp, I wouldn't be here doing an
interview with you right now.

Murphy still admits to bouts of depression, some more severe than others, but she now
chooses to deal with the causal circumstances that produce these bouts by maintaining an
aggressive treatment program of intensive individual and group therapies, as well as controlling
her depression with medicines closely monitored by her physicians. However, Murphy still
maintains that the Middle Atlantic Camp is the best form of therapy for her. When asked about
her role as a camp volunteer, Murphy views herself mainly as a resource for the children.
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The summer following her “difficult year,” Murphy instituted an informal group for the
adults and children with ichthyosis at camp that met every day after lunch. The group gave me
permission to sit in on their session. Not thinking that anyone would take time out from fun
activities to spend an hour talking about ichthyosis, I was surprised to find several campers and
staff sitting around a table in the dining hall discussing how to handle awkward social situations
as well as updating each other on their current medical regimens of skin care. This support group
conversation helps make the point that solidarity can produce positive outcomes. For all but one
member of this group, camp was the first place they had seen a person that shared the same
disease. Had they not been able to attend, chances are that meeting another person with
ichthyosis would be slim to none. Interestingly, when I joined in at the meeting, the group
immediately viewed me as a director as evidenced by a quick change in conversation from
medical regimens to a discourse on the importance of camp and how the program has positively
impacted their lives. Murphy was then able to get the group to shift their focus back to their
personal experiences, and I was impressed by their willingness to share their stories in my
presence and allow me to ask questions.

During extended visits as a guest in my home, sometimes Murphy accompanies me to the
social science classes I teach and, stepping out of her comfort zone (Murphy generally avoids
situations that bring attention to her), by positioning herself in front of the class to educate
students about her rare genetic skin disorder. Murphy then courageously encourages questions
from her audience. Without fail someone will inquire as to the frequency or intensity of
interactions with people in mainstream society. Invariably such questions lead to Murphy’s
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disclosure of personal experiences of stigmatization. She eloquently shares stories that inevitably
end with a comparison to her experiences at the Middle Atlantic Camp. For example, during her
most recent class presentation, she spoke of a recurring scenario while taking public
transportation. Murphy explained that she lives in a large city and buses are often overcrowded.
On more than one occasion, the seat next to her has been open, but fellow passengers prefer to
stand than sit directly next to her. Murphy offers, “I don’t know if they think I’m contagious or I
just freak them out, but it is downright embarrassing. This never happens on the busses to camp;
nobody is afraid to sit together. That’s an example of why I live for camp. ”

Murphy says she is used to the stares and questions from strangers wherever she goes but
still experiences discomfort from curious leers and from feeling the need to provide explanations
about her skin. “Sometimes I just don’t feel like answering people’s questions, and I’ll give them
a mean look or pretend I didn’t hear them, but boy do I feel guilty when I do that,” says Murphy,
adding, “Most of the time I do explain my ichthyosis; it’s a way to educate people.” She also
mentions in one of our interviews that she never minds questions from children because their
curiosity is sincere and innocent. Many times, though, Murphy is hurt by the actions of parents,
such as steering their children away from her.

It is my observation that through the years Murphy has become more outspoken about her
skin disorder and appears to enjoy opportunities to enlighten others about Camp Freedom and
her diagnosis of ichthyosis. I was delighted but surprised that I received an envelope of
photographs from Murphy that provides a visual chronological timeline of her skin disorder. The
note attached to the photographs stated that I should “feel free to include the pictures in the
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[dissertation] project so people can learn what my skin disorder looks like,” wrote Murphy. She
thought that by sharing the photographs from different stages of her life that people would learn
what a person with lamellar ichthyosis looks like. It is essentially Murphy’s intent to educate the
public. These photographs are presented on the following few pages.
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Figure 3. Murphy, age 10 mos.

Figure 6. Murphy, age 8

Figure 4. Murphy, age 3

Figure 7. Murphy, age 15
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Figure 5. Murphy, age 5

Figure 8. Murphy,
age 18

Figure 9. Murphy and her brother, Luke, at U.S.
Heartland Junior Camp in the late 1990s. Luke, a few
years older than Murphy, also has lamellar ichthyosis.

Figure 10. Murphy and her
junior prom date.

Figure 11. Murphy and her
brother, Luke, both in mid 30s
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As is shown in Murphy’s photographs, the phenotypical expressions of lamellar
ichthyosis do not go unnoticed. Murphy pointed out to me the varying degrees of these
expressions throughout her life. “You can tell in the pictures with my brother, Luke, that I was
taking real good care of my skin, and it is hard work and takes a lot of time, especially if I’m
tired or stressed out,” offers Murphy. Time and adherence to medical regimens are commonplace
for people with severe skin disorders as evidenced by the next case study.

Benny

Benny is a forty-two-year-old white male with recessive dystrophic epidermylosis bullosa
(RDEB), one of the more severe forms of epdermylosis bullosa. He lives with constant pain and
scarring as side effects of his skin disorder and is quite aware that his severe form of this skin
disorder leads to skeletal disfigurement and often an early death. During an interview, Benny
conveys awareness that he is an elder among the RDEB population, explaining that many with
this rare skin disorder do not survive their twenties. He attributes his longevity to “a positive
outlook and keeping busy.”

I wanted to learn more about RDEB, an autosomal recessive inherited skin disorder, and
Benny suggested I get information from “Debra” and then watched in amusement while I tried to
figure where at camp I could find this “Debra” person. Chuckling, Benny then explained that
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“Debra” is not a person but an online resource, The Dystrophic Epidermylosis Bullosa Research
Association of America (DEBRA). I followed through with Benny’s suggestion to peruse the
website’s information as an educational tool to become better informed about RDEB. I am
sharing a synopsis taken from the DEBRA website that provides a basic explanation of RDEB.

RDEB is an autosomal recessive inherited condition. This means both
parents are carriers, yet they are unaffected. When each parent has a copy of the
altered gene, there is a 1 in 4 chance or 25% that the child will be affected.
Unfortunately, there is no test to detect carriers for RDEB. We are made aware
that the parents are carriers after their child is born… Onset is usually at birth
with areas of missing skin. Generalized blistering then scarring can occur on skin
surfaces and mucous membranes. Scarring may limit range of motion of
extremities. Fusion of fingers and toes and contractures cause deformity and loss
of function…Hands and arms may become fixed in a flexed position with resulting
contractures. There is usually loss of the nails of the fingers and toes.
(www.debra.org 2011).

There is no cure for RDEB, and treatment options are limited and mainly consist of daily
wound care and fresh bandaging to avoid infections. Walz informed me that this practice and
level of skin care regimen is paramount with respect to protecting the health of individuals with
severe forms of EB. This explanation was shared within a short time after hearing the news that a
former camp staff volunteer with EB recently passed away from sepsis9 resulting from an
acquired infection that rapidly spread through the young man’s body.

Benny has had his share of infections but his major battle is with skin cancers that
invariably require hospitalization for adequate treatment. The disruptions of Benny’s daily
routine resulted in significant lifestyle changes. He explains:
9

Toxins in the bloodstream.
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I’ve been living on my own for nine years with the help of a government
housing assistance program. I worked for 15 years in a workshop, first making
labels for packages but then was promoted to work with the company’s
information systems. I worked full time until the last two years when I started
getting skin cancers and had to be hospitalized sometimes. This was soon
followed by a layoff, so I decided to retire. I support myself with retirement and
disability funds.

Benny concluded this portion of our interview by assuring me that he is content, and that
he is adjusting to the lifestyle changes and enjoying extra time for sleep. He explains his typical
day usually begins with awaking from sleep at 9:30 a.m. Benny then completes his tasks, usually
followed by attending frequent doctor appointments. And, he is enjoying the luxury of choosing
to do nothing if he is not feeling well. I tell Benny, whom I perceive in the camp setting as an
outgoing individual with a bottomless well of energy, that I find it difficult to imagine him doing
nothing. He laughs in response and the topic of conversation turns to his experiences at camp.
It’s like being a kid again! There are so many great opportunities to try
something new or do an activity you wouldn’t normally do at home. The first time
I came to camp, we (the campers and counselors in his cabin) pulled chairs
together and talked about how we could do anything we want here; that we’re all
the same here. We all are normal here and all get along. I went swimming for the
first time, as well as boating and the low ropes with assistance from my group.
I’ve definitely expanded my abilities at camp. I didn’t have these opportunities
when I was younger. I show my group of campers that if I can do it, they can do
it. We become a family. But, if a camper is not thrilled about an activity, we back
up…no one is forced to do things.

Sitting across the table from Benny and listening to his animated narrative was both an
amazing and humble experience for me. To explain, I was in awe of Benny. Here is a man with
considerable physical limitations that cause a great deal of never-ending pain just spewing joy
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while sharing the details of his life at home and relaying his camp experiences with someone he
just met a day earlier. Observations of Benny throughout the week consistently showed high
levels of enthusiasm for whatever he was doing at those times. His positive approach to living
caused me to do a self-assessment of how I cope with difficult situations in my life, and I decide
I need to be a lot more like Benny.

With only a few more minutes left for our interview, I asked Benny how he felt about
participating in my research and if he had anything in particular to say to potential readers of this
ethnography. His response is immediate:
I don’t mind being in research if it helps people understand what we
[people with severe skin disorders] go through. They need to know we are
capable—we know our limits—sometimes it just takes me longer to achieve a goal
because of my disability. Please don’t judge people that look different.

Before I bring this subsection to a close, I want to share an incident that arose because of
something Benny said during his interview. Essentially, Benny informed me that people with EB
are referred to as “Butterfly Children.” This sounded familiar and then I remembered a 13-yearold girl named Mary, who has the same form of EB as Benny, had written an impressively
insightful poem she read in the talent show at the Middle Atlantic Camp several years ago. In
this poem she compares her fragile skin to the butterfly’s delicate wings. Incredibly I
reconnected with this little girl at the U.S. Heartland Junior Camp, except now she is a young
woman volunteering as a camp counselor. I told her about my fieldwork, and she expressed a
desire to be included. Unfortunately, schedules and lack of time did not give us a chance to have
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a formal interview. We did have several spontaneous conversations throughout the week during
which she shared her thoughts about Camp Freedom and the positive impact the program has on
her life. While there is not a specific narrative for Mary in this writing, she has graciously
granted permission for me to include her poem which is as follows:

The Butterfly Child
By Mary, age 12
A fragile little butterfly
Who’s been cursed but doesn’t know why
Who sees the world through different eyes
And soars with the wings of the butterflies
For the precious little butterfly
Is different and she knows
That crying doesn’t ever help
But sometimes her struggling shows
To be a butterfly in such a world
Where people are so vain
She tries to keep her chin up
She knows she can’t complain
Although her physical differences
Make life but a fight
She is blessed in different ways
And she sheds the world with light
Though people are judgmental
To the precious butterfly
Her mind is one in one million
Her mind is her tool to fly
The curse’s been put on the butterfly
Yes, she knows it’s true
But she won’t let it stop her
From soaring to the sky
The miraculous little butterfly
Puts up a mighty fight
But that won’t stand in this butterfly’s way
From spreading her inspiring light
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The form of EB Benny and Mary have appears to be the most significant skin disorder
present at all four Camp Freedom programs as it is quite physically disabling. Both reported
constant suffering from their disease with respect to both pain and stigmatization. A common
theme that arose from my interviews with the adults with severe and chronic skin disorders
(excluding those with EB) is an initial reaction of shock and a feeling of humbleness when they
meet someone with EB for the first time. They “empathize with the EB people,” Taylor had said
during one of our informal conversations. This empathy results from their personal experiences
of pain and stigmatization. Apparently, it does not matter what skin disorder one is diagnosed
with; if it is obvious (phenotypically expressed), oppression by mainstream society is almost
certain.

Jerry

Jerry is a twenty-four-year-old white male with a combination diagnosis of psoriasis and
acanthosis nigricans (AN), Jerry considers himself extremely lucky from a social aspect as
“people were not overly mean to me” during a lifetime of social interactions in mainstream
society. “Don’t get me wrong,” he explains, “I got the occasional [negative] comment, but I
usually made friends with people before they said something.” A friendly and gentle young man,
I am convinced Jerry actually can make friends rather quickly, an ingenious method of aborting
another’s verbal attack about his skin.
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In addition to psoriatic plaques, at this time most noticeably on Jerry’s face, the skin
condition of AN is “characterized by dark, thick, velvety skin in body folds and creases,” most
often affecting the armpits, groin, and neck (Mayo Clinic 2011). During our interview, however,
no signs of AN are visible, largely due to clothing covering most of the potentially affected
areas. I cannot help but notice what I perceive as structural anomalies of Jerry’s face. I have met
several individuals during my years at camp with similar facial structures, a common expression
of certain skin disorders. I find nothing in the literature to suggest AN and psoriasis are cause for
facial anomalies. I choose not to broach this particular observation during our interview, but I
admit to entertaining the thought that there is another possible skin disorder involved. The urge
to make a diagnosis has hit me more than once, and suspect I may be “going native” considering
the vast amount of time I spend with dermatologists and pediatricians through camp affiliations.

My interview with Jerry uncovers a few more memories of social improprieties imposed
on him in mainstream society, followed by a jumbled narrative that seems to answer several
questions I had yet to ask.
I do get ignorant comments once in a while like “can I catch it?” And, I
have an older brother and he could be cruel. One of his names for me is Crusty
the Clown.
I don’t mind being asked about my skin, as long is the person is not being
crass. I am very comfortable talking about it. I actually enjoy talking about it
because I enjoy someone taking the time to get to know about the skin disorder.
I’ve never sought out the dating scene because most of the girls were not
into the kind of things I’m into, like video games and music tastes. I’m sure if I
would have asked any of the girls out, one or two of them would have turned me
down because of my skin. I do have a girlfriend now, and we’ve been going out
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for two and a half years, and she generally doesn’t care about my skin.
Sometimes, though, it can be an issue if my skin comes off in the bathtub, but
she’s more concerned with something happening to me.
I currently have a BA in psych and am looking to get into an MA program.
I’m taking the GREs in a few months. Until grad school happens I’ll continue
working a couple of jobs to make ends meet. I’m also going to volunteer at a
hospital that involves working with ill children and their families. I have had
great experiences working with children, and I think that’s what I’ll end up doing
with my psych degree.
As far as camp goes, I’ve been friends with Ted and Dan for 10 years,
since we met at this camp as kids. We were all in the same cabin and group and
our counselors were just not in charge of us, they were our friends we talked and
kidded around with. They did stuff with us. They were everything! Now it’s our
turn, and we want to give the kids what our counselors gave us. That’s what keeps
us coming back every year. We’re also here because we have skin disorders. I
didn’t know there were so many kinds of skin disorders until I came to camp. As
far as I know EB is the one disorder here that can be fatal. That really bothers
me. One of my campers who had EB passed away a few years ago, but I got to see
him have a great time and do things he normally would not. Camp is a great
treatment. In fact, my Mom says I never look better than when I come back from
camp. I look forward to camp all year long.

I thoroughly enjoyed my interview with Jerry and wondered aloud if he was always so
upbeat and optimistic. He reminded me he was a “clown” and was “happy most of the time.” He
did clarify that he is most happy at camp where he gets to “be a kid again” and reunite with his
close friends. Indeed, Jerry and his friends are inseparable throughout the week, evidenced by the
request that he and Dan (see below) be interviewed together.
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Dan

Dan and his identical twin brother were eight years old when they were diagnosed with
alopecia (hair loss). He remembers his parents had no idea what was going on but sought
medical attention for him and his brother and were frustrated that treatments never worked. Now,
at the age of twenty three years, Dan’s skin disorder is more specific, diagnosed as alopecia
areata universalis which is defined as:
A form of alopecia areata in which all hair on the scalp, face, and body is
lost…Alopecia areata is considered an autoimmune disease, in which the immune
system, which is designed to protect the body from foreign invaders such as
viruses and bacteria, mistakenly attacks the hair follicles, the tiny cup-shaped
structures from which hairs grow. (National Institute of Arthritis and
Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases 2009)

Dan reports that aside from total body hair loss, he is otherwise healthy. His lack of body
hair, however, does warrant preventative treatment of vigilant sunscreen application to reduce
the incidence of harmful effects associated with sun exposure. Dan does confess to employing
another therapy, stating, “Camp is treatment.” Apparently a man of few words, Dan’s interview
was quick and to the point, but he did touch upon his mainstream and camp experiences: “In
elementary and middle schools, a couple of kids teased me and made fun of me, but not in high
school. In fact some of the girls I went out with then never thought anything about it [total
hairlessness of the scalp].”

Camp is treatment. Camp has made a huge difference in my life. It has
brought me friendships that I’ve had here for 10 years. I keep in contact with two
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of them, and the three of us come back to camp every year. Sometimes I travel
during the year to visit my camp friends. I am always amazed when I see people
at camp with skin disorders that would normally hold them back from doing
things, try new things. My skin disorder doesn’t hold me back either. Truthfully,
though, when I first came to camp, I was shocked to see the more severe skin
disorders. I didn’t know anything about them [skin disorders] before camp. I felt
kind of weird because my alopecia doesn’t keep me from doing anything.

It makes sense that Dan was teased in elementary and middle schools, a time when
parents still maintain significant control over their children’s appearances. Thankfully, Dan
attended high school during an era of “anything goes” with respect to self-expression through
fashion and hairstyles. His baldness was, and still is, a socially accepted norm in the United
States. I imagine this perceived conformity to social norms contributed to Dan’s admission of
guilt for having attended a camp for children with severe and chronic skin disorders when he is
essentially in good health. I emphasized to him that alopecia is indeed a chronic skin disorders
for which he needs to take extra precautions to protect his skin from the sun’s harmful rays. As
Jerry was echoing similar sentiments to Dan, the third member of their trio entered the room, and
I seized the opportunity to conduct an interview with him.

Ted

This twenty-three-year-old black male admits that his first time attending this camp was
also his first time away from home. Ted’s skin disorder diagnosis is epidermolytic hyperkeratosis
(EHK), a form of congenital ichthyosis. According to an article published in the “Dermatology
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Online Journal” by dermatologists Juliann Kwak and Emanual Maverakis, the prevalence of EK
is “1 in 200,000-300,000 people.”
Epidermolytic hyperkeratosis presents at birth with generalized
erythroderma. Skin fragility causes blisters and peeling, even with mild trauma.
Superficial ulcerations develop on the flexural surfaces…Gradually, the
erythroderma and blisters improve, although they can persist throughout
life…Bacterial colonization of the macerated scales causes a distinct foul
odor...Management for EHK is primarily targeted for symptom control and relief.
(Kwak and Maverakis 2006:6)

I had first met Ted at the U.S. Heartland Teen Camp staff orientation. I was one of the
last people to join the circle, and there were only a few chairs left, and Ted was “sandwiched”
between two of those chairs. I took the seat on his left. I was immediately impressed with Ted’s
happy and friendly demeanor. We introduced ourselves to each other, and I learned that he was
at camp for his sixth year as a counselor. “My first seven years here I was a camper,” he proudly
stated. I then told Ted of my history with Camp Freedom and provided a brief description of my
anticipated fieldwork. He expressed a sincere interest in being a research participant and
informed me that he has “lots of stories” to tell." I made sure he filled out the pre-camp
questionnaire and signed the informed consent before commencing with an interview.

Ted provided some great insight as to his personal experiences of physical “suffering”
associated with his diagnosis of EHK:
There are times when my skin becomes so thick that it’s almost like it can’t
breathe or sweat. When this happens I get a whole lot of blisters. Well, like last
Sunday when it was 89 degrees and I stepped outside to do something. In five
minutes the sun just baked me and I wasn’t sweating. The little bit of sun really
messed up my body really, really bad, and I got blisters everywhere. I usually
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don’t get the blisters everywhere, but that time I even got them on my forehead,
arms, legs…pretty much everywhere. Usually I can just take some antibiotics and
they [blisters] go away, but this time I had to go to the hospital [to be treated for
blisters and dehydration].

Ted also spoke of the foul odor produced by his skin disorder. I boldly asked if that may
have been a reason why he was flanked on both sides by empty chairs at the staff orientation
meeting, and he indicated it was a strong possibility. I did not notice this odor until he told me
about it, explaining he tries to “cover it up.” It dawned on me that Ted’s odor was the reason he
was not staying in the cabin with fellow counselors and group of campers. Instead, Ted occupied
a single room in Camp Evergreen’s spacious lodge. My suspicion was confirmed the following
week during the U.S. Heartland Junior Camp when another adult staff member with EHK took
over Ted’s room after he left.

As Ted appeared uneasy talking about the “odor symptom,” I changed the subject by
inquiring about his experiences of stigmatization. He reported no incidents of stigma occurring at
camp but did provide examples of discrimination in mainstream society.
I’m not having any problems with kids anymore; it’s actually the parents.
Kids will see me and say ‘hi’ and the parents will be saying [to their children]
‘come here’ and snatch their kid away. I’ve seen parents grab their children and
take a different direction that is out of their way just to avoid me.
One time I was at a gas station getting some gas and the guy [attendant]
wouldn’t take my money—he would not touch the money! He actually started
praying to God, saying ‘I don’t mean to disrespect; oh my lord please don’t send
me to hell, but I cannot touch this money. I have kids; I have family. I don’t want
to catch anything.’ It was hilarious, and he was really on the brink of tears. He
said, ‘please, there’s a gas station two blocks from here…please, I don’t want to
touch your money.’ I had a friend with me who got real mad, but I told him I was
going to pay that man and get my gas, and that’s what I did.
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I was in awe of Ted’s demeanor as he recounted his story of stigmatization, as his
retelling was full of laughter as if it were a funny, happy memory. I laughed along with him,
more because of his animated speech and body gestures, but at the same time I felt anger because
stories like Ted’s were a common denominator throughout my interviews with research
participants. My anger subsided as Ted concluded his story by saying, “That stuff doesn’t happen
here [camp]. Everybody, no matter who they are, just accepts each other.”

Summary

It is my observation, generally, that acceptance at camp, whether one has a skin disorder
or not, is a reality. A few weeks after the 2009 Camp Freedom season concluded, a touching
essay written by a volunteer staff member was sent to me that I think is representative of the
essence of Camp Freedom and addresses the cohesiveness of all who attend.

It's Friday evening and sounds of Lady Gaga, tambourines and maracas
fill the large dining hall. Rumors of crushes and whispers of who-danced-withwhom pass from ear to ear. Older chaperones sit on the sidelines, while the
younger and much "cooler" chaperones join in on the DJ dance party. Although
this feels like your typical junior high dance, the difference is that these kids all
suffer from skin disease. Tonight however, no one notices. It is graduation night
at camp, which is an event filled with joy and tears. After a week of art projects,
outdoor activities and sports, tonight is the social event of the summer for these
eight-to-thirteen year-olds. Despite the outrageous amount of energy on the
dance floor, the new-found lack of anxiety that was present all week over
confusing a magic trick or missing a note in their talent show acts performed
earlier that day has provided a needed sense of calm. This calm may just as
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easily be a misinterpretation of the exhaustion setting in after a full eight hours at
an amusement park only a day earlier.

After a week of bonding and gossiping expected out of 'tweens, tonight
fully solidifies the reason Camp Freedom exists. Hair, or lack thereof, has no
importance. Tonight, dancing in a wheelchair may give you a special advantage
with the ladies. Scales, papules and bullae have no meaning. Perhaps the most
touching moment was when an entire room of campers and counselors joined a
beautiful young girl, wheelchair bound due to a painful plantar keratoderma, by
sitting around her on the dance floor. Seated, we all danced, side-by-side. It was
a beautiful moment of togetherness that I will never forget. There is no room for
sorrow in this story, because her camp crush, a junior counselor, swooped her up
into his arms for a dance.

When I first arrived at camp, I met one of the organizers riding on a golf
cart. As it turns out, this is a very special privilege coveted by the campers. I
found my cabin and chose a bottom bunk. Our cabin numbered eleven: four
counselors and seven campers. The daily 7:15AM wake-up call brought us out
onto a dewy lawn. After breakfast each morning, we listened to an inspiring
thought for the day followed by flag raising and the pledge of
allegiance. Campers and seasoned counselors displayed their creativity with each
new day's theme. The hard work that was poured into the detail of costumes was
rewarded with a showering of compliments and praise. My own costume for
Unique Superhero day may have gone unnoticed, as I paraded as "Pink Girl". We
celebrated Rock Star Day, Pirate Day, Pajama Day and Crazy Hat Day.

Activities were plentiful, and I will proudly announce that I caught the
first fish, a 14-inch large-mouth bass! We learned archery, painted artwork,
swam, made candy, tie died shirts, and played sports from dawn to dusk. We
feasted on camp food, indulging in exorbitant amounts of delicious sugary snacks.
After an intense evening of "Minute to Win It", each group won a special
prize. Our group chose an art lesson, however other campers enjoyed private
campfires, golf cart rides, special snacks and evening swims to name a few. I hit
the jackpot on casino night with two cotton candies and two blue snow cones, my
personal favorites. Each night, a new set of campers had the option to camp in
tents under the evening stars. These evenings, the scent of burnt marshmallows
wafted through the smouldering embers on the campfire. Campers participated in
campfire songs and scary ghost stories.
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It is hard to imagine the amount of preparation that must happen
throughout the year to make this camp such a seamless success. The camp began
in 1995 with eighteen campers, and has since dramatically grown to over 70
campers. The Med Shed and camp directors are the backbone \ throughout this
week, which is designed as recreation and respite to help the campers forget their
ailments. Through the week, the Med Shed and counselors had to assume this
burden of worry. Overheating, exhaustion, and infection are constant
concerns. Allergies abound in this outdoor setting with many of nature's finest
allergens. Constant vigilance is an absolute requirement, and children make
their qd-tid (every day, three times a day) Med Shed visits to ensure proper
medical treatment throughout the week. Activities Staff are constant
entertainment to the kids, and were particularly invaluable on Sunday when we
were stuck indoors with rainy weather. I'm so thankful to each and every person
at camp for volunteering an entire week of their time away from home, family and
work obligations to give a week of much needed and deserved fun to kids with
skin disease. And I am even more thankful to camp for reminding me to always
be thankful for the beautiful, perfect skin wrapped around me.
--Middle Atlantic Camp counselor and dermatology resident
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CHAPTER 4.
THE ROLES OF CAMP FREEDOM MEDICAL VOLUNTEERS

Medicine and Social Control

The most successful form of social power is the one that presents itself not as
power, but as reason, truth and objectivity, claiming to have escaped politics.
--Claudio Shuftan, M.D.
A Founder of the People’s Health Movement

Social control is intrinsic to all societies and is used in a given society to assure that its
population is adhering to social norms and rules (Brown 1998, Garland-Thompson 1997). In the
United States biomedicine is a powerful institution that forces its rules on people to conform to
its scientific beliefs and practices. Medicalization is a social process, and can happen in
expansionary and exclusionary ways (Zola 1987, Brown 1998). Essentially, medicalization is
turning normal bodily conditions and functions into medical diagnoses which, therefore, require
treatment by medical professionals. The effects of medicalization can contribute to the idea of
“the body” to be viewed as more of a social construction than a biological entity (ScheperHughes and Lock 1987). Thus, what was once considered a normal bodily condition or variant
(i.e. severe acne) is now seen as medical condition and, as such, changes societal understanding
of the condition from that of normal to one of social deviance. Ultimately, if one’s body is
considered significantly deviant in the mainstream setting, he or she is at increased risk of social
stigmatization and oppression.
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This criterion can be applied to some skin disorders, specifically those that are not
characterized by, nor associated with, physical, emotional, or cognitive dysfunction. This allows
the increased ability of biomedicine to control individuals through technological interventions,
such as ultraviolet light therapies, oral and topical medications, and social intervention such as
providing regimens that limit activities of patients that may sometimes result in an individual’s
significant exclusion from mainstream society.

Armed with the knowledge of biomedicine’s tremendous authority, I cautiously chose to
include in my research micro-level and macro-level examinations of biomedicine’s role in the
creation and execution of Camp Freedom and its four camp programs that I had attended to carry
out fieldwork. Considering my long-term affiliation with Camp Freedom, more specifically my
strong ties to the Middle Atlantic Camp, I think this was a rather risky undertaking. Admittedly, I
feared that the anthropological discourse regarding the extensive social control function of
biomedicine could greatly insult my medical friends from camp, one of whom might request my
permanent dismissal from the program. I am of the opinion that much of the contemporary
anthropological discourse concerning the power and social control of the biomedical institution
is perceived of as fraught with negativity by medical practitioners and that they see as potentially
insulting.

This perception of negativity was validated by Walz after he read by research proposal,
as it had been approved by our Institutional Review Board. I provided him with the proposal so
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that he could share it with the Camp Freedom Steering Committee as part of the process of
obtaining permission to conduct my fieldwork. I was surprised when Walz, an accomplished
medical practitioner, said he had never heard of the concept of medicalization. He appeared
offended, as if being accused of treating patients to satisfy an urge to exert power. I cannot recall
his exact comments, but as the conversation closed, I walked away feeling rather guilty as Walz
is likely the most caring and ethical person I know and would never intentionally attempt to
socially control his patients. The point I am trying to make is that medical practitioners are rather
unaware of the extent of their power and authority over the mainstream population (of course,
there is likely a small number of exceptions), and pay little attention as to how the medical care
they provide influences their patients’ self-identities and social experiences

Biomedicine can reflect expansionary and exclusionary forms of medicalization to reshape previously perceived normal bodily conditions into medically deviant conditions (Zola
1987, Martin 1998). More specifically, skin conditions such as severe acne, alopecia, eczema,
psoriasis, and nevus flammeus10, and wrinkles associated with aging are examples of medical
diagnoses commonly treated in North American dermatology clinics. The medicinal physical
treatment of these disorders, although may alleviate symptoms of itching or reduce flaking, is
mainly administered in ways that reflect North American ideologies of beauty (i.e. Botox to
reduce wrinkling and steroid creams to provide smoother skin). If untreated, or untreatable,
people with these skin conditions are subjected to social stigmatization (Goffman 1968, Murphy
1987, Waxler 1981), sometimes increased by issues of age, race, gender, and social class, and

10

Nevus flammeus is more commonly known as a port wine stain, stork bite, or red birthmark.
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can suffer life-long alienation and incidents of social exclusion in the home, school, workplace,
and community.

Through interviews and participant observation, I was able to gather data concerning the
institution of biomedicine as it relates to expanding its authority over the social well-being of
research participants with severe and chronic skin disorders. Several of the adults with skin
disorders talked about how social interactions with physicians affected their self-perceptions as
well as their experiences in both clinical and mainstream settings. I also paid particular attention
to the camp staff roles occupied by the medical personnel. Most of the staff volunteers with
medical backgrounds served as counselors, and it was interesting to note that a few of them had
difficulty shedding their mainstream statuses.

The Power of Biomedicine: Creating Social Programs

Expressions of respect and appreciation for Delaney and the NADA for establishing
Camp Freedom are generously offered in many of the interviews and conversations recorded
throughout this research. “It’s hard to fathom how one person’s (Delaney’s) idea blossomed so
much in just a few years,” remarks a physician from the U.S. Heartland Camp. I nodded in
agreement to this statement and then did what comes naturally to an anthropologist in the field—
I tried to “fathom” the enormity of how Delaney’s “idea” grew into a nationwide program
supported by a very large endowment. Remembering my mid 1990s involvement in the creation
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processes of the Middle Atlantic Camp, as well as camps for children with kidney disease and
spina bifida, I came to the realization that Camp Freedom’s rapid growth and success can be
attributed to Delaney’s professional and social network. By comparison, the kidney and spina
bifida camps, respectively, saw fruition in 1994, one year later than the first Camp Freedom
camp in the U.S. Heartland, and all three camps had similar numbers of attendees. However,
financial support for each of these types of camps, in terms of dollar amounts and how those
dollars are acquired drastically differed.

The steering committees for the kidney and spina bifida camps, both of which I belonged
for the first three years of its existence, originated from a large, premier health care system
nationally recognized for specialized pediatric services. The members of the steering committees
were all connected to this health system and both included one physician, several nonmedical
employees, and a few parents of children with diagnoses of kidney disease or spina bifida. One
may assume that the health care system would provide generous funding, especially with its
reputation of excellence in pediatric specialty services, but that was not the case. Although some
donations came from individuals and a few organizations, for example a children’s telethon and
local retail business, most of the monetary support was accrued through fundraisers led by the
steering committee. I have fond memories of bake sales, car washes, and sales of rubber food
containers. It was the proceeds from these often tedious and time-consuming efforts that covered
the costs of recreational supplies and miscellaneous items, like bug spray and sunscreen, needed
for a successful week-long camp program. Remaining funds were then used to help defray the
camp facility fee assessed per attendee.
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In 1994 the kidney program hosted its first overnight camp for four days and three nights,
and parents were asked to contribute $110 towards the facility fee for their child to attend.
However, there were a few “camperships” available for those in financial need. It was several
years before the national kidney and spina bifida nonprofit organizations, which boast social and
financial support for programs from which their members benefit, provided funds to support
these children’s camps. Although those funds are generous and the steering committees continue
to host fundraisers, there is still not enough money to cover all the costs associated with each
program such as room and board and activity supplies. Therefore, attendees are still asked to pay
a fee. On the contrary, Camp Freedom’s programs are free. Not only is there substantial funding
to cover the costs of room and board and activity supplies, camper and staff travel expenses are
also covered, including airfare and mileage reimbursement for those arriving by car.

These financial disparities are explained by differences in social and professional
networks with respect to power and social class. To explain, the kidney and spina bifida camps
began with several steering committee members, all but one of whom were of the middle to low
middle socioeconomic classes. Financially, they started with zero dollars and accrued most of
their money through fundraisers that targeted their socioeconomic peers. Professionally, none of
the steering committee members were officers of national organizations that solely support
kidney disease or spina bifida. Conversely, Camp Freedom began with one individual, Delaney,
a well-known and respected dermatologist who at that time was President of the NADA. A way
to perceive the differences in financial support received by these camps may be associated with
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the funds the national organizations discussed above have available. Essentially, the “business”
of the kidney disease and spina bifida subspecialties are not as lucrative as dermatology.

As explained to me by Delaney, the NADA traditionally allots funding for a “presidential
project.” Delaney seized his presidential opportunity by presenting his idea of an overnight camp
program for children with severe and chronic skin disorders. The proposed project was well
received by the NADA which granted Delaney $25,000 to put his plan to action. The next step
was to garner additional financial support as well as enlisting volunteers to serve on the Camp
Freedom Steering Committee. With a membership of more than seventeen-thousand
dermatologists, practically all of the dermatologists in the United States, the NADA is an
obvious initial resource. Delaney appealed to the members with generous results as he soon had
his steering committee and an unanticipated, tremendous cache of funds. The NADA created a
Camp Freedom endowment from the multitude of donations.

In addition to financial contributions from NADA members, organizations such as
pharmaceutical companies consistently provide ample sums of money. Currently, the
endowment is a multimillion dollar account that covers the total costs of each camp under the
umbrella organization of Camp Freedom, which is ultimately under the auspices of the NADA.
These costs include room and board fees, medical and recreational supplies, and administrative
expenses, to name a few. Incredibly, air travel and mileage reimbursement for those who drive
are also compliments of Camp Freedom. The enormity of this generous practice is remarkable.
For example, approximately two-thirds, roughly one hundred, of the Middle Atlantic Camp
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attendees travel by air. Once all are gathered at the destination airport, they board chartered
buses for the one and a half hour drive to the camp facility. All of the camps I attended during
the summer of 2009 shared similar travel arrangements.

Spared the expense of travel to spend a cost-free week at a recreational program, the
mission of which “provides children with chronic, significant skin disorders the opportunity to
experience camp and support each other in a setting of acceptance, love, and fun,”11 certainly
allows accessibility to people regardless of their socioeconomic status or geographic location.
Because of the rapid and extraordinary growth of the endowment, as well as the increasing
popularity of the camp program that resulted in having to turn away camper and staff applicants,
additional camp programs were feasible.

At the time of my 2009-2010 fieldwork there were four camps; now, in 2011, there are
six since the inception of programs in the New England and Northwestern regions of the United
States. By my approximation, based on the capacity levels of each camp facility and years of past
attendance records, the 2011 camps may host more than 500 campers and staff volunteers.
Incredibly, it is still necessary to reject applicants.

11

Quote taken from memo provided to attendees of the annual Camp Freedom Steering Committee in March
2009
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Camp Freedom Steering Committee

Symbolically, Camp Freedom holds different meanings for those who attend one of its
week-long camp programs. Generally speaking, people with skin disorders see camp as a “safe
haven, where I don’t have to worry about people whispering behind my back,” explains Taylor.
Similar statements are echoed in nearly all of the research interviews conducted among this
population. Comments such as “I get to spend time with people who have the same disorder as
me” and “I couldn’t attend a ‘normal’ camp” are thematic. These sentiments reflect that the
vision and goals of the members of the Camp Freedom Steering Committee and administrative
staff of each program are successfully reached.

The majority of the steering committee and administrative staff for the programs is
predominantly comprised of physicians, mainly dermatologists. And these physicians deserve a
great deal of gratitude for their service to Camp Freedom and the people that benefit. However, I
was taken aback a bit when attending the annual steering committee meeting at the 2009 NADA
Conference to formally seek permission to conduct fieldwork for this project. Out of the more
than 20 people in attendance, all but one—an administrative assistant, were physicians. Flanked
on each side by the only two physicians I knew, I cautiously asked, “Where are the people with
skin disorders?” An awkward moment of silence followed. I was feeling rather small and
wishing I could take back my words, when one physician finally responded, “Good question.”
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A discussion ensued regarding how members are recruited for the committee. Ironically,
there was an attachment to the meeting agenda, which I did not have in my possession at the time
and which provides clarification:

Active practitioner with the ability to make objective decisions and have a
good understanding of various (and oftentimes rare) skin disorders. Time
commitment is one face-to-face meeting at the NADA’s Annual Meeting and one
to two conference calls throughout the year. Volunteerism at one of the four weeklong Camp Freedom camps sometime during the term of the committee
membership is encouraged.

My inquiry hit a nerve, and the discussants were animated. Some members thought
people with skin disorders should be on the committee, while others viewed this option as a
potential “hindrance,” as one physician proclaimed, explaining presumptuously that the tasks of
the committee centered on logistics and legalities that would probably hold no interest for people
with skin disorders. In addition, there was agreement that the NADA would not provide travel
and lodging funds for participation in the annual meetings for individuals not a part of their
organization. The only viable solution that everyone could agree on was to extend invitations to
NADA members who have skin disorders themselves or are parents of children with skin
disorders. At the time of this writing, there is a potential “recruitee”—a dermatologist with
alopecia who has been attending the Middle Atlantic camp for several years.

My stomach was in knots as I observed and listened to this particular discussion. It
dawned on me that I was in the middle of a very powerful group of humans. The individuals
sitting around that large, expensive, wooden table were completely embodied with power and
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were apparently unself-reflexive about it. The formality of this meeting was intense, whereas my
exposure to Camp Freedom was always at camp, where egalitarianism is prevails. We wear old
clothes, reek of campfires, and fill our days with fun until we fall into our cots at night.

Interestingly, I saw a lot of these same physicians again during my fieldwork at the four
camps. They were different in the context of camp. Gone were the expensive clothes, and the
auras of importance were shed. It was fun to watch this lot play capture the flag and smile while
children coated their heads with whipped cream and cheesy doodles. However, this was not
always the case.

The Few, The Proud, The Entitled

A sensitive issue regarding physician volunteers at camp is that every once in a while one
or two of these individuals arrives with a sense of entitlement. At camp most physician
volunteers are either counselors or a part of the activity staff; they are not there to treat patients.
One particular camp was dealing with three individuals who did not understand this concept. I
thought all hell would break loose when a physician on the activities crew gently patted the
activities director--who is not a medical professional--on the head as a gesture of agreement to an
assignment. Thankfully, the activities director held her cool until the perpetrator was out of
earshot.
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The main problem was that these three physicians were at the top of the ladder in their
careers and highly respected in the field of dermatology. They were not used to taking orders,
only giving them. So it was not surprising when these individuals failed to show up at activities
they were to lead for the children. The poor activities director spent a lot of time and energy to
make sure there was coverage when they chose to do whatever else they were doing. I laugh
when I recall one of those physicians taking it upon himself to evaluate the camp program, later
sending an e-mail to the camp director that was loaded with strong criticism and suggestions.
This camp director, also a well-respected and well-known dermatologist, whom I have dubbed
the “King of Diplomacy,” remains puzzled as to how to handle this delicate predicament.
Thankfully, these occurrences are few and far between, and the resulting disruption affects only a
handful of staff that carry themselves with grace and poise, so much so that the activities
program appears to run seamlessly.

Roles of Medical Staff at Camp

As mentioned early, most of the medical staff at camp assume the roles of counselors and
activities staff. Although each camp provides a Med Shed or makeshift clinic, it is not necessary
to have it staffed by dozens of physicians, residents, medical students, and nurses. Typically,
there are one or two physicians and a few nurses whose roles are to maintain the medical care;
however, there is variation of practice among the four camp programs.
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At the Southern and Heartland camps, there are a few physicians and nurses whose roles
throughout the week are strictly in the clinics. However, the counselors with medical
backgrounds spend a few hours during the week taking turns to assist in the clinics. Upon asking,
I am told that this gives them exposure to the various types of skin disorders presented at camp.
“A dermatologist can go through his entire career and never see a particular disorder because
some are so rare,” explains one physician, “And if a patient does present with a rare skin
disorder, then having had exposure to it makes diagnosis and treatment that much easier.” While
this makes perfect sense, the concept is in opposition to Camp Freedom’s mission with respect to
not focusing on the skin disorder but on the individual.

One incident I recall at the U.S. Heartland Junior Camp is of a female counselor, a
resident physician, who spent as much time as possible in the makeshift clinic. I observed her
sitting quietly for several hours one afternoon perusing a dermatological textbook. I casually
remarked to her that I thought textbooks were not allowed at camp, and she gave me a chilly
smile and got back to reading. The physician in charge that day overheard my comment and
offered, “Sometimes we get a medical student or nurse who is not here for the right reasons.” He
further surmised that this particular resident either did not like children, did not like camp, or a
combination of the two as “she rarely spends any time with the kids.”
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This type of impropriety happens at all of the camps at some time or another. One
medical student at the Middle Atlantic camp was overheard confiding in her friend that she came
to camp “because it will look great on my vitae and I want to get into the residency program here
(the health system where Dr. Walz is part of the Dermatology Program).” Walz knows this
happens, “There is always one or two who slip through the cracks. Really, when we call to check
personal references, they are always positive. Who’s going to list a person that will speak
negatively of them?” Good point. The advantage to Walz is he knows who not to recommend for
his program.

Fortunately, these individuals are greatly outnumbered by the sincere medical
professionals who just want to share a good time with the children. As a counselor at the
Southern and Heartland camps, there was always a medical person or two on my counselor team.
The only way one knew they were medical professionals is if they told you outright or you
noticed them missing from the group for a few hours while they fulfilled their rotation in the
camp clinic. For the most part, this arrangement works well; however, there were some
counselors, all with skin disorders except for me, who expressed feelings of being “less worthy,”
as one mentions. Another counselor with a skin disorder made comment that it was not fair in
that she felt she was being taken advantage of with respect to caring for her group of campers.
Obviously, when a group at camp is missing one or two of their counselors, the remaining
counselors’ responsibilities increase as the staff-to-camper ratio becomes disproportionate.
Having to meet the needs of more campers can be challenging and exhausting.
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This “less worthy” feeling was more apparent at the Southern Camp which holds an after
breakfast meeting each day for all directors and staff with medical backgrounds, essentially
leaving the other counselors to handle the campers. Taylor put it simply, “It really pissed me off.
I don’t even know what they’re doing or talking about.” Curious, I asked to sit in on one of these
meetings. “All we do is check with everyone to make sure there are no medical problems in their
groups, but you are welcome to join us,” replied one of the directors. Sitting casually on a sofa
that was part a circle of furniture for the meeting, I dug into the bowl of provided treats and
listened as jokes and funny stories about campers were shared. About 20 minutes into the
meeting, the medical counselors were asked if there were any problems, and none were reported.
By all outward appearances, it seems these meetings were largely held for the purpose of
creating bonds between the medical personnel.

I remember a similar practice during the early years of the Middle Atlantic Camp. In the
evening, once the campers were supposedly snug in their cots, the residents would gather in the
dining hall with textbooks in tow. They would spend the next hour or two talking about their
campers’ skin disorders and referencing their books. One resident, meaning no harm, asked a
passing adult counselor with a skin disorder if he could look at her legs. Politely she rolled up a
pant leg for his informal clinical evaluation. Eventually she brought the incident to the attention
of the director staff. As a result, when a medical professional is invited to be part of the camp
staff, a letter sent to him or her contains a statement instructing that no textbooks be brought—
“just bring your energy.”
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Conflict

Having attended a skin disorders camp program since its inception in 1995 has been
advantageous to my research. The part of my brain that is home to memories holds a rather large
cache of recollections from camp, most of them fond, which enable me an ability to recognize
trends. For example, one of the duties associated with my role at camp is putting out fires, so to
speak, when there is social conflict among camp attendees, including children and staff. Sharing
close quarters with strangers, coming from different backgrounds, and increasing exhaustion as
the week goes on all add fuel to these fires. Disagreements between children are relatively easy
and quick to resolve, but when adults are unhappy with each other to the point intervention is
required, sometimes the best tactics for resolution are fruitless. The most sensitive of these
conflicts are historically between the staff with skin disorders and the staff with medical
backgrounds.

One particular incident that is still talked about happened one evening in the eight-yearold females’ cabin. Essentially, a little girl had just finished using the restroom and a counselor, a
medical resident, was next in line. When this counselor exited the bathroom, she lightly
admonished the little girl for leaving her skin on the toilet seat. Another counselor, who has a
skin disorder, overheard this remark and immediately felt empathy for the young camper, “We
(people with skin disorders) are supposed to feel safe at camp. We get enough of this at home;
how embarrassing.” Tempers flared and tears flowed. This was one of those fires that could only
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be reduced to embers. The resident, of course, felt horrible and really was not able to grasp the
enormity of the situation. She was simply giving a lesson in hygiene. The counselor with the skin
disorder just could not understand the resident’s view. Thankfully this incident occurred near the
end of the week so as not to ruin a great time, and the counselors were at least successful of
keeping the little girl out of their disagreement. Sadly, neither of these counselors has come back
to camp.

Murphy, my dear friend and key informant (see Chapter 3), presented the above scenario
to room full of second-year nursing students attending an introductory sociology class I was
teaching. I had invited Murphy to speak to my students about her experiences of stigmatization
related to her severe skin disorder. The students were sincerely engaged with Murphy’s
presentation, particularly so when she recounted the above story. I expected some outrage from
this audience, and I was not disappointed by the students’ comments of sympathy for the little
girl. I was surprised, however, by debate that followed as the students took sides about who was
“right,” the resident or the adult with a skin disorder. “It was just a lesson on hygiene,” said one
student. Immediately feeling protective of Murphy, whose willingness to speak to a room full of
strangers was typically out of character, I wanted to make sure she was okay. The smile on her
face told me she was handling this situation well, so well in fact, that she did not need my
assistance to facilitate the discussion. Murphy ended this debate with her own empathetic view
of how this incident caused a sense of indignation for both the child and the adult with skin
disorders followed by the statement, “I’m not so sure it was the counselor’s [resident] place to
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say anything to the girl. I mean, camp is about forgetting your skin disorders and having fun.
Anyway, it’s camp, for crying out loud, let it go.”

It is Not as Bad as it Sounds: Interpersonal Relationships of Camp Staff

Apparently when it comes to camp, Murphy is not afraid to speak her mind. Generally a
gentle and introverted person, she will talk to anyone, anytime about her experiences at camp.
“Camp saved my life…,” Murphy has said during several of our conversations, and she means
this both literally and figuratively. On our way home after her presentation to the nursing
students, I asked Murphy about her interpersonal relationships with other camp staff. “Annie, are
you kidding? If it weren’t for camp I would have never met you or Zac [Walz]—two of my very
best friends,” Murphy says, adding, “Zac was the first doctor that I saw as a ‘real’ person.” She
explained that the time she has spent with Zac at camp (and now in other social settings)
provided the opportunity to get to know him on a more personal level. “I don’t even think of him
as a doc anymore; he’s just Zac,” offered Murphy. This general sentiment is expressed by many
of the adults with skin disorders I have interviewed, and similarly, medical personnel admit to
changes in relationships as well.

Certainly, the co-mingling of medical professionals and people with chronic and severe
skin disorders has affected perceptions of each other. Seeking validation, I had asked the doctors
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I interviewed about their relationships with the nonmedical staff at camp. All of them reported
building new friendships (some more significant than others) with nonmedical camp staff. One
physician commented, “It’s great to spend time with them [people with skin disorders] outside of
the clinic and really getting to know them as individuals and not just patients.”

Through participant-observation during fieldwork it was interesting to note that the
volunteer dermatologists at the Middle Atlantic and U.S. Heartland Junior and Teen Camps were
addressed by their first names by everyone in attendance, including the campers. A few of the
physicians at Southern Camp, primarily the directors, were addressed with the honorarium of
“doctor.” I could not tell, however, whether this was a preference or Southern hospitality. From
my observations it appeared that the physicians addressed by their first names were more socially
interactive and approachable. In this case maybe formality is better left at home with the
textbooks.

Summary

While informality is commonplace in the camp setting and appears especially important
to building diverse interpersonal relationships, it is actually formality that paved the way for
Camp Freedom’s growth and success. I am referring to the ease with which the organization is
supported both financially and administratively by a network of physicians versus the difficulty
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and struggles faced by mainstream public groups when trying to establish similar programs. In
this particular case, dermatologists play a powerful role in the establishment and management of
staff. While these physicians are seemingly unreflexive and unaware of their powerful positions
within the larger society, the powerful role that their particular hegemonic narrative of
biomedicine plays for their patients, and their roles as leaders, they do seem to have consciously
attempted to demedicalize the camps in ways that are especially important to the individuals with
severe and chronic skin disorders, particularly concerning issues of labeling, stigmatization, and
oppression.
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CHAPTER 5.
CONCLUSION

I am extremely fortunate to have had a rather large group of enthusiastic research
participants, and I certainly underestimated the overwhelming response of volunteers with
respect to both the numbers of individuals and their sincere interest in the project. There is an
overabundance of collected data, the analysis of which provided fully sufficient information
from which to draw conclusions.

Specifically, my research has addressed the following key dimensions: 1) Because of
North American ideologies of beauty norms and social constructions of disability, people with
severe and chronic skin disorders are often victims of stigmatization in mainstream society but
experience little to no stigmatization in a specialized dermatologic camp setting; 2) Camp
Freedom’s programs for people with skin disorders are inclusive, providing attendees
opportunities to participate in recreational activities not afforded them in mainstream settings
and, as was often voiced during interviews, they experience a community of belonging—group
solidarity; 3) Significant interpersonal relationships between medical professionals and people
with severe and chronic skin disorders are developed during the weeks of camp which allows for
getting to know each other as individuals instead of medical professionals and patients; 4)
Macro-level and micro-level influences of Camp Freedom’s programs has effected a shift in
biomedicine from a medical model to that of a social model with respect to influencing a more
personable approach to delivery of care, thereby treating not only the patient’s disease or
disorder but also his or her social well-being; and 5) Through personal narratives, this research
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has provided people with severe and chronic skin disorders the opportunity to describe how their
social experiences of everyday life are significantly impacted by their diagnoses through sharing
their stories of stigmatization, as well as the importance of camp regarding the positive effects
on the social well-being of each individual. Additionally, the narratives offer a venue for
educating mainstream, camp, and medical professional populations about the existence of rare
disorders and how people should properly interact with individuals whose appearances
significantly differ from societal norms.

The Importance of Social Acceptance

Disability is a social construction depicted by nondisabled people. These constructions
occur when the identities of persons with disabilities are spoiled and dehumanized by the ablebodied population (Goffman 1968). Individuals are impaired if they experience, or are perceived
by others to experience, physiological or behavioral statuses or processes, such as disease or
illness. Societies may perceive impairments as resulting in functional limitations, and functional
limitations may or may not be disabling dependent on cultural constructions and situational
criteria, including stigma and power. Disability exists when people experience discrimination on
the basis of perceived limitations. A disability may or may not be considered an impediment,
dependent on management of societal discrimination and internalized oppression, particularly
infantilization and paternalism (Kasnitz, Switzer and Shuttleworth 2001).
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Social constructions resulting in inequality have always been present in North America,
although these formations do change—“We, The People” are responsible to make those changes
happen. For example, as I alluded to in Chapter 1, the United States employs numerous social
categories that can reward or oppress its citizens, such as disability, race, and poverty—
“deserving” and “undeserving” (Goode and Maskovsky 2001). Essentially, we accept individuals
who share similar values and ideals to those of mainstream society. Those who do not adhere to
these socially constructed ideologies, including people whose bodies deviate from the norm, can
be subject to a lifetime of stigma and oppression. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, some
previously stigmatized populations have overcome societal oppression (i.e. the Irish and Jews).
Additionally, we view “deaf culture” as superior to other disabilities because individuals who are
deaf are not seen as a strain on society but viewed as “taking care of their own.”

The achievement of becoming fully productive members of society includes “the”
requirement of social acceptance. This concept served to inform my research as I examined the
macro-level and micro-level forces at work on individuals with a vast array of chronic and severe
skin disorders, disabilities, and other markers of inequality. The scholarly contributions
presented throughout this dissertation have been especially helpful with providing the theoretical
framework for understanding how social institutions, such as biomedicine, affect the identities
and sense of self-worth of these individuals.
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Camp Freedom: A Program of Inclusion

Inclusion is a largely discussed topic among scholars of anthropology and disability
studies, but research has focused mainly on programs of educational inclusion for children with
disabilities. A popular and current trend among activists and advocates of the Disability Rights
Movement is shaping policy with respect to inclusion. Russell Shuttleworth, who has been key
in the development of an anthropology of disability, pursues an interest in how people with
disabilities experience everyday encounters with others, the symbolic meanings for each party
attached to these interactions, and the interplay of social and economic contexts that inform these
interactions. Shuttleworth sees great importance of utilizing the micro-level perspective
to inform how policies are developed, especially with respect to the development of inclusive
programs.

Another pioneer of the anthropology of disability is Devva Kasnitz who is interested in
recruiting scholars and professionals with disabilities. Kasnitz demands that “policymakers
have...a true understanding of what it is like to be the person who the policy will impact”
(Kasnitz, Switzer and Shuttleworth 2001). In light of Kasnitz’s view, and in light of the fact that
I do not consider myself a person with a disability, I employed the research technique of
Participatory Action Research in my own project (Kasnitz, Bruckner and Doe 1996), meaning I
encouraged engagement of my informants as researchers themselves as a strategy to obtain their
lived realities in mainstream and specialized camp settings with a focus on experiences of
stigmatization. I also explored how social policy has played out in their lives with respect to
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identities of disability and the trend of inclusion, cultural constructions of disability, and the
qualities of biomedical power regarding the social well-being of this population. Questions were
presented to research participants during the interviews to garner their perceptions of inclusion in
mainstream society.

Prior to fieldwork, much of what I learned about programs of inclusion for people with
disabilities is steeped in discourses surrounding the necessity of incorporating disabled
populations into mainstream arenas, largely with respect to school and work. I recall one student
in a disability studies class, a mother of a young child with a moderate cognitive disability,
adamant that no matter what the disability every child should have mainstream classroom
placement for any and all subjects. She spoke of her disappointment of how her child was only
permitted to share gym class, recess, homeroom, and lunch periods with the mainstream
students. The remainder of her child’s day was spent in special education classes with other
children diagnosed with a range of disabilities. I agreed with my fellow student and expressed
that in an ideal world this could work but that today’s political economy is not yet ready for this
scenario. What I mean is that the future does hold the possibility of such a scenario to become
reality. Of course, major changes would primarily need to occur in the classroom, and the current
education system claims the inability to fund a classroom that would require a mainstream
teacher, a special education teacher, and supportive paraprofessionals to ensure each student
achieves success. Furthermore, higher education programs do not generally provide opportunities
for future teachers to garner classroom experiences in which they learn how to be both a special
education and mainstream teacher or how to effectively interact with a special education or
mainstream teacher, depending on the student’s program of study.
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The media, too, contributes to the unfavorable treatment of certain population. There is
an abundant history of mass media depicting people with disabilities as freaks, villains,
impoverished, and/or pitiful charity cases (all social statuses of which are considered deviant in
the larger society), aiding in the extensive segregation of this population, for example, through
institutionalization and the practice of eugenics. Additionally, much of the social policy created
for people with disabilities is perceived as charity--an unintentional factor leading to oppression
of this population.

Presently, social policy for people with disabilities is moving in the direction of creating
programs that assure full accessibility and inclusion into mainstream society, particularly with
respect to education, living arrangements, occupations, and recreational activities. At the same
time, there is a movement towards an individual disability culture; one that is separate from
mainstream culture. I was somewhat perplexed by these conflicting notions and was not really
comprehending the meanings of “total inclusion” and “separate cultural identity.” I agree that
inclusion of people with disabilities in mainstream society is a given human right. On the other
hand, there needs to be recognition of a disability culture with opportunities for shared
experiences and support. The following case describes such an opportunity, more specifically
camps for children with chronic diseases and disorders.
.
Distinguished Professor of Anthropology at Rutgers University and Founder and Director of
the Center for Children and Childhood Studies at the Rutgers University, Camden, New Jersey,
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Dr. Myra Bluebond-Langner, is well known in the fields of anthropology, medicine, and
psychology for her work with children and their families affected by disabilities and terminal
illness. Her work, as I alluded to earlier, has been crucial to informing my research.

“Children’s Knowledge of Cancer and its Treatment: Impact of an Oncology Camp
Experience,” an article penned in 1990 in conjunction with Dale Perkel and Ted Goertzel, can be
found within the pages of the Journal of Psychosocial Oncology. In the article, BluebondLangner, et al, conveys the qualitative results of a two-year study (1986-1988) undertaken at
Camp Can-Do, a one-week summer camp for children ages eight to eighteen years who carry a
diagnosis of cancer. The oncology camp’s mission is to provide a “normal” camp experience for
children who cannot attend a camp for “healthy” youth. Oncology camps give an opportunity for
children with cancer to interact with peers in an informal, playful environment. Camp Can-Do
does not incorporate formal instruction or social support groups about cancer and its treatment
into its program, but it does provide an on-site clinic to administer chemotherapy and care for
minor medical mishaps—similar to the practices of Camp Freedom’s programs.

Whether Bluebond-Langner had a manifest intention of seeking out a “disability culture,”
their research is certainly an important contribution to the concept that disability culture certainly
does exist, in that there are real shared experiences among its members. Essentially, the research
project was performed to establish whether children informally discuss cancer and its treatment
and, if so, what types of information do the children share and how do these discourses play into
the children’s comprehension of cancer and its treatment (1990).
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Fieldwork methodology included participant-observation and open-ended, structured
interviews with the children and their parents before, during, and after camp. The sample
included twenty-nine males and twenty-one females between the ages of seven and sixteen. The
children’s cancer and treatment knowledge was quantitatively measured before and after camp.
The children were asked questions regarding their disease and treatment, and their answers were
placed on a point scale of zero to four, with a score of zero reflecting no understanding of how
and why chemotherapy is given and a score of four awarded for those answers containing
medically correct information and a complete explanation as to why procedures are done. Using
this point system allowed the researchers to conclude that peer interactions at camp allow for
significant increase in cancer and treatment knowledge. For example, before camp only fiftyeight percent of the sample had “high, sophisticated” responses to a question about
chemotherapy; after camp data show a rise in chemotherapy knowledge to seventy-four percent.
Therefore, the study shows that children at oncology camp freely participate in informal
discussions about cancer and its treatment. Bluebond-Langner et al, concluded that children want
to know about their disease and will seek out the information they want and need, and the camp
setting provides a community from which they can learn (1990).

I think the children’s thirst for knowledge about their disease is better served in a shared
cultural event, like camp, than in mainstream society whose members tend to sugar coat
information that is extremely important to the children. I found the results of BluebondLangner’s research to be consistent with my own research findings from the four Camp Freedom
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dermatology camps I attended. I often observed camp attendees with severe and chronic skin
disorders share information about their medical treatment.

Intensive review of the scholarly literature about inclusion does not provide me with a
solid definition or the correlates of inclusive programs. I have come to the conclusion that there
are many of us scholars out there, each with our own perceptions of social inclusion. I would
argue that the camps for people with severe and chronic skin disorders I attended during the
summer of 2009 are indeed inclusive programs. I have arrived at this conclusion based on the
following information collected through fieldwork:


Camp Freedom provides people with severe and chronic skin disorders an
opportunity to experience a recreational program similar to that of mainstream
camps. Several of the adults with severe and chronic skin disorders interviewed
reported that they could not or did not want to go to a mainstream camp during
their youths because their physical disabilities did not allow for accessibility or
participation in activities, or because of the fear of stigmatization, or both.



For many, it is the first time they meet someone with the same severe skin
disorder and, as relayed to me during an interview at camp, “It’s an incredible
feeling when you know you’re not the only one anymore, and there’s this instant
connection and sense of empowerment.”



Camp is the only place where populations of people with rare skin disorders are
found in large numbers, as the individuals who make up these populations are
geographically dispersed in mainstream society.
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No one at camp is stigmatized for their skin disorders.



Every individual at camp is welcome to participate in all activities. Special
equipment (i.e. bicycles and bows for archery) is provided. However, no one is
absolutely required to partake in an activity if he or she feels unsafe.



Camp provides the context for the building of intimate relationships that some
individuals with skin disorders never experience in mainstream society.



Camp allows for informal sharing of mainstream experiences of stigmatization
and coping methods used to diffuse incidents of stigmatization. (i.e., one
individual has a supply of “business” cards that she distributes to strangers who
ask about her skin disorder).



Camp allows for sharing of information with respect to medical treatment.



Because of the variety of the diseases (some obvious, some not), it appears to be a
rather diverse population—not an exclusive program for one particular skin
disorder.



Campers and staff, who are not medical professionals and do not carry a diagnosis
of a severe or chronic skin disorder (i.e. college students and children of the
directors), attend each year, providing them an opportunity to become informed
about skin disorders and become comfortable around individuals with diseases
and disabilities as well as medical professionals.



Financial access is not a problem—everyone attends for free. Therefore,
individuals from lower socioeconomic classes are not excluded.



Significant interpersonal relationships are created between people with severe and
chronic skin disorders and medical professionals.
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There is a general feel of egalitarianism—no one is more important than anyone
else; for example, physicians are most often addressed by their first names.

A Shift Toward a Social Model of Biomedicine

As discussed in Chapter 4, biomedicine is a powerful technology that holds tremendous
authority over mainstream society. However, I would argue that most medical practitioners are
unaware of the extent of their power and authority and probably do not spend much time
thinking about how the medical care they provide affects the self-identities and social
experiences of their patients. I employed both micro-level and macro-level examinations of
biomedicine’s role in the creation and execution of Camp Freedom’s programs.

Through participant-observation and interviews with both the medical professionals and
people with skin disorders, I gathered research data concerning the institution of biomedicine as
it relates to expanding its authority over the social well-being of research participants with severe
and chronic skin disorders. My conclusions are as follows:


Adults with skin disorders reported that social interactions with physicians
strongly and positively affected their self-perceptions and social experiences in
both clinical and mainstream settings. “I’m not as afraid of going to the doctor’s
as I was before,” explains Anita, “because spending a week at camp and seeing
my doctor act just like everybody else makes him a regular person, just like us.”
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Several of the people with skin disorders that I interviewed expressed similar
sentiments.


Several of the medical practitioners I interviewed admitted to a deeper
appreciation for the daily experiences of their patients. One particular nurse
expressed surprise at the amount of time that some of the people with the more
severe skin disorders spent with tub soaks, applying creams and ointments, and
extensive bandaging.



One very large perk associated with the power of biomedicine in respect to Camp
Freedom, was the ease and rapidity of acquiring significant funding and engaging
personnel to establish its programs. My personal experience with instituting
similar camp programs for children with kidney disease and spina bifida differed
radically when it came to raising funds. I argue, however, that Camp Freedom had
a tremendous advantage, namely the NADA from which substantial monetary
support is given. As I alluded to in Chapter 2, Delaney was initially provided with
$25,000 for his NADA presidential project. He then instituted a campaign
directed at his colleagues in the NADA, the largest organization of dermatologists
in North America. Modest funds are also donated by organizations and
individuals that are deposited in the multi-million dollar Camp Freedom
Endowment.



Money can do a lot, but I am convinced that the personalities of the Camp
Freedom administrative leaders and each program’s directors have largely
contributed to the ongoing success and growth of the specialized camps. The
directors of the four camps are mostly comprised of physicians who have shown
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sincere interest in the campers and volunteer staff. They easily shed their
professional statuses—they are not doctors at camp but just “regular folk” sharing
a wonderful time and creating beautiful memories.


Perhaps the most significant factor contributing to the success of the Camp
Freedom is its mission to provide camp programs that focus not on medical
treatment and therapy but recreational fun and friendship the mission.

Summary

Camp Freedom’s programs provide people with severe and chronic skin disorders a
chance to go to a summer camp, some of whom have never attended a mainstream camp because
of their skin disorders. Although the camp programs were specifically created for people with
skin disorders, I argue that Camp Freedom provides a socially inclusive program, meaning an
opportunity to do something usually only found in mainstream society. Although each camp
experiences “growing pains,” Camp Freedom seeks to break down stigmatization and exclusion
and develop best practices that undoubtedly contribute to the program’s great success. These best
practices are mainly comprised of a focus on fun, developing skills and talents, and encouraging
participation in activities that were created for mainstream populations in mind. For example, at
the Middle Atlantic Camp, a lamb skin bolster sack was created on the spot to help a young girl,
whose skin develops blisters on minor contact, navigate the rock climbing wall, and a long pier
was constructed to allow wheelchair access for fishing.
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Camp Freedom continues to experience growth in the number of campers and staff their
programs serve. In fact two additional camp programs for people with skin disorders opened in
the summer of 2010, one each in the Western and New England regions of the United States. It is
my conclusion that Camp Freedom’s continued growth and overwhelming success is a direct
result of the mission to provide people with severe and chronic skin disorders an opportunity to
experience an overnight summer camp like that in mainstream society. The focus, therefore, is
not on medical treatment or therapy. On the contrary, Camp Freedom’s philosophy takes a more
social model approach by breaking down barriers to allow for campers and staff to “just have
fun” by enjoying recreation and building significant intimate relationships.
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APPENDIX A
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE: GLOSSARY OF SKIN DISORDERS

ACANTHOSIS NIGRICANS (AN)- AN is “characterized by dark, thick, velvety skin in body
folds and creases,” most often affecting the armpits, groin, and neck (Mayo Clinic 2011)

ALBINISM- Genetic loss or absence of pigment. Vision problems are common. Sunburns can be
severe. Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome is a variant of albinism characterized by low platelet
counts.

ALOPECIA AREATA- Acquired hair loss, usually in small patches that may involve the entire
scalp (totalis) or even the entire body (universalis). When extensive, it is hard to treat and hair
loss may be permanent.

ATOPIC DERMATITIS- Variable degrees of eczema (red scaly skin), asthma and hay fever,
usually with a family history of the same. Itching can be intense and can be made worse with
stress, heat, over washing, contact with irritants, etc. Food allergies are sometimes associated
with this condition.

ECTODERMAL DYSPLASIA (ED)- Varied group of disorders characterized by decreased or
absent sweating in conjunction with hair, nail or teeth abnormalities. Need to be very careful in
the heat.
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EHLERS-DANLOS SYNDROME- Easily stretched skin and loose joints (double jointed). Skin
tears easily and heals with poor scars. Prone to dislocated joints.

EPIDERMAL NEVUS SYNDROME- Large areas of the body covered with warty brown
plaques. The distribution is characteristically swirled on the trunk and straight lines on the arms
and legs. May be associated with bone or other internal problems.

EPIDERMOLYSIS BULLOSA (EB)- Several different disorders, all characterized by skin that
tears and forms blisters easily. EB may be relatively mild or extremely severe. Recessive
dystrophic form (RDEB) is characterized my mitten-like hands and feet due to chronic scarring.
They also have small size, trouble swallowing and iron deficiency. Some will have a
gastrostomy tube (G-tube) for night tube feedings directly into their stomach. Junctional EB
tends to have heaped-up, red, bleeding tissue around the face. Throat involvement may
necessitate a tracheotomy (hole in the neck) to breath. Simplex varieties tend to be milder but
still can cause terrible problems with walking, especially in hot weather. Chronic bullous disease
of childhood is also associated with blisters, but it is an autoimmune condition, not genetic. The
main clinical effects on the body may relate more to chronic prednisone therapy rather than
related to the medication.

EPIDERMOLYTIC HYPERKERATOSIS (EHK)- A form of ichthyosis (thick scaly skin).
Brown warty skin at sites of skin folds such as neck, elbows and knees. Underlying skin may be
very red. Skin tends to be overgrown with bacteria and smells poorly. Will not tolerate the heat.
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ERYTHROPOIETIC PROTOPORPHYRIA- Genetic disorder causing the abnormal production
of “heme,” the iron containing portion of hemoglobin. It causes the build-up of chemicals in the
skin that react with light, causing pain and sometimes a rash. Normal sunscreens will not block
the causative light and clothing, shade, and being indoors afford the best protection.

ICHTHYOSIS- There are several types of ichthyosis (i.e. Harlequin, vulgaris, and lamellar). It is
a genetic skin disorders associated with dry, scaly, and thickening or thinning skin.

LAMELLAR ICHTHYOSIS- Large brown plates of scale all over the body. May lead to some
hair loss. May cause drooping of lower eyelids. Will not tolerate the heat.

MASTOCYTOSIS- Brownish bumps on the skin that may causes hives, especially when rubbed.
May be prone to blistering.

MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES- A form of lymphoma affecting the skin. It's not quite as bad as it
sounds and may run a non-aggressive course in children.

NETHERTON SYNDROME- A form of ichthyosis characterized by bright red skin, abnormal
hair, short stature, and many of the features of typical atopic dermatitis.

PACHYONYCHIA CONGENITA- Genetic disorder characterized by very thick nails. There
may be calluses on the feet and cysts on the body
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PITYRIASIS RUBRA PILARIS- Red scaling skin that looks a little bit like psoriasis. May be
associated with severe hand and foot involvement.

PORT WINE STAIN- Red discoloration of the skin caused by abnormal blood vessels. Usually
the children are otherwise well, but it may be associated with limb overgrowth or glaucoma
(increased eye pressure) if it affects the face.

PSORIASIS- Red plaques with silvery thick scale, characteristically on the scalp, elbows, knees
and buttock. May lead to severe cracking and pain on the palms and soles. May have arthritis
associated with it.

SCLERODERMA- Very tight skin that is most noticeable at the fingers and around the mouth. It
might be associated with kidney and other organ problems.

VITILIGO- Patches of white skin or hair. Generally healthy otherwise.

XERODERMA PIGMENTOSA (XP)- Genetic disorder making children much more likely to
develop sun induced skin cancers. Sun avoidance is critical.

*This glossary of skin disorders terms was generously provided to me by Dr. Zac Walz
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APPENDIX B.
ONLINE RESOURCES: SUPPOR SITES FOR PEOPLE WITH SEVERE AND CHRONIC
SKIN DISORDERS AND THEIR CAREGIVERS

National Psoriasis Foundation: www.psoriasis.org
National Alopecia Areata Foundation, NAAF
www.naaf.org
American Hair Loss Council
www.ahlc.org
EB Resource
http://ebresource.ballywhointeractive.com
Hollister Wound Care: EB Resources
http://hollisterwoundcare.com/resource/eb.aspx
FIRST
Foundation for Ichthyosis & Related Skin Types
www.firstskinfoundation.org
National Alopecia Areata Foundation, NAAF
Web: www.naaf.org
National Eczema Association, NEA
Web: www.nationaleczema.org

National Foundation for Ectodermal Dysplasias, NFED
Web: www.nfed.org
Nevus Outreach, Inc.
Web: www.nevus.org
Vitiligo Support International
Web: www.vitiligosupport.org
Xeroderma Pigmentosum Family Support Group (XP Family Support Group)
Website: www.xpfamilysupport.org
American Skin Association, Inc.
Web: www.americanskin.org
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American Academy of Dermatology (AAD)
Web: www.aad.org
Society for Pediatric Dermatology (SPD)
Web: www.pedsderm.net
Dermatology Nurses Association (DNA)
Web: www.dnanurse.org
The Skin Cancer Foundation
www.skincancer.org
The Scleroderma Research Foundation
www.sclerodermaresearch.org
American Autoimmune-Related Diseases Association, Inc. (AARDA)
Website: http://www.aarda.or
Ehlers-Danlos National Foundation (EDNF)
Website: http://www.ednf.org/
Epidermolysis Bullosa Action Network
Website: http://www.ebanusa.org
Scleroderma Research Foundation
www.srfcure.org
National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD)
Website: http://www.rarediseases.org
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